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PREFACE 
One of the problems in petroleum distillation technology 
is the accurate determination of vapor-liquid equilibrium con-
stants for heavy hydrocarbon systems. Another problem is the 
limitation of ~ccuracy caused by the difficulty in identifying 
the components of a complex petroleum fraction. This st~dy 
is a step toward the solution of these two problems. 
By using the ratio of slopes method to determine vapor-
liquid equilibrium constants, pseudo-components may be identi-
fied by their boiling point and vapor-liquid distribution 
ratios derived. These ratios then lend themselves quite 
handily to the integral technique for design calculations in 
that this technique does not require knowledge of the com-
ponents present, but only a distribution ratio vs. feed true 
boiling point curve relationship. These distribution ratios, 
which are sometimes called 11K ratios" or "K values"; are the 
ratio of mole fractions of any component in the equilibrium 
vapor and liquid. 
This study was an investigation of_ some of the apparatus 
and _experimental techniques available to obtain K values in 
this manner. The goal of the study was to select apparatus 
and develop technique~ which would give accurate K values in 
a minimum of time and with lowest cost. This work is not 
completed, but definite progress has been made • 
. ~·· 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In the petroleum industry today there is need for a fast, 
reliable, economical method of determining vapor-liquid equilib-
rium constants for heavy hydrocarbon systems. These data are 
generally available for the lighter hydrocarbons, and may be 
used for calculations involving component systems which may be 
easily analyzed. Ca~culations for natural gas, for instance, 
' , 
are based upon known amounts of identifiable components present. 
But for complex mixtures, sometimes called continua, mix-
tures which contain an "infinite" number of compounds present 
in "infinitesimal" quantities, the problem is much more diffi-
cult. Distillation calculations are made using empirical 
relationships or a simplified model in which the oil is divided 
into hypothetical components. For designing costly full scale 
refinery distillation equipment, accurate vapor-liquid equilib-
rium data are very important. 
This work is believed to be the beginning of an answer 
to this problem. Vapor-liquid equilibrium distribution ratios 
are derived from the ratio of slopes of the assays of the 
equilibrium vapor and liquid. These values are then used in 
the integral technique for distillation calculations. In this 
1 
integral calculation method, point values are used. This makes 
it well suited for calculations involving complex mixtures. 
Scope of the Study 
Two areas are investigated in this work: the determination 
of K ratios, and their use in distillation calculations. In the 
first area, two analytical distillation columns, an equilibrium 
still, and other analytical apparatus are investigated in an 
attempt to find a suitable combination of apparatus and techni-
ques which will yield the desired data quickly and accurately, 
and at a minimum of cost. The second area of investigation 
includes use of these data in a calculational technique designed 
for complex mixtures. The calculations also serve the purpose 
of checking the accuracy of the experimental data. 
The steps in the study are: (1) an equilibrium flash 
vaporization; (2) analytical distillation of the two equilib-
rium products to obtain true boiling point (TBP) curves; 
(3) analysis of the cuts taken during the analytical distilla-
tion for weight, specific gravity, and molecular weight to 
permit conversion of the volumetric TBP curve to a molar 
basis; (4) determination of the K values from the molar TBP 
curves; and (5) use of these data in calculations designed to 
simulate the experimental distillations. 
The equilibrium flash vaporization at 177°F and 350 mm. 
Hg absolute pressure was made in a modified Othmer still, 
using Hydroformer Feed from the Baytown refinery of the Humble 
Oil and Refining Company. The analytical distillations were 
2 
done in both an Oldershaw Fractionator and a Sarnia Mark II 
Fractionator to determine how the results of these two units 
compared. Cuts of five volume per cent were collected during 
these analytical distillations. Molecular weights of these 
cuts were determined using the cryoscopic method, with benzene 
as the solvent. 
A Fortran program for the IBM 650 computer was used to 
facilitate calculation of mole fractions for the TBP plots. 
K ratios were then determined by both the ratio of slopes and 
ratio of differences methods and used as input data for machine 
language programs which were written for the digital computer. 
The equilibrium flash vaporization part of the combined pro-
gram was used to calculate the vapor-liquid ratio based upon 
the experimental K values for comparison with the experimental 
vapor-liquid ratio. The bubble point - dew point and fractional 
distillation programs were written to illustrate the use of the 
integral technique in distillation calculations. 
3 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYTICAL DISTILLATIONS 
Component mixtures of petroleum fractions, such as natural 
gas, may readily be expressed in terms of the mole fraction of 
each component present. This is not feasible for complex mix-
tures such as petroleum fractions containing an infinite number 
of components present in infinitesimal quantities. Chromato-
graphic and mass spectroscopic analyses may be used to identify 
most of the components, but the excessive amount of time required 
is prohibitive except in special cases. 
The practice of characterizing petroleum fractions by 
a distillation curve is widely accepted. In 1902 Rayleigh 
presented a theoretical solution for differential distillation, 
which is essentially the type of distillation now used for ASTM 
distillations (43). The American Society for Testing Materials 
has established rigorous procedures for standarizing this type 
of distillation (2). The petroleum industry uses the ASTM 
distillation assays to characterize petroleum fractions and 
products. 
Another type of analytical distillation in wide use is 
the true boiling point (TBP) distillation, using columns of 
more than one stage. The curve of boiling point versus volume 
per cent off w~ich is obtained will vary with column efficiency, 
4 
and reflux ratio. This method is not standardized as is the 
ASTM distillation. 
Empirical correlations are available for relating ASTM 
and TBP curves, but these correlations are not sufficiently 
accurate (12 1 19, 23,.37 1 44). Additional work is planned in 
this area (17). 
Two TBP apparatus were compared in this work, with all 
analytical distillations being duplicated in the two columns. 
Dynamic holdup varied from five to fifteen per cent of the 
charge; the material which drained back into the boiling flask 
when the column cooled was distilled in an ASTM-86 apparatus 
to determine the end point. 
Oldershaw Column 
Description of the Apparatus 
The Oldershaw column is a vacuum jacketed column which 
utilizes sieve plates for the separation of hydrocarbons (8, 38). 
Sections are commercially available in 20, 15, 10, and 5 plate 
lengths. A 30 plate column composed·of an upper 20 plate section 
and a lower 10 plate section was used in this work. The boiling 
flask had a capacity of 1000 ml., and was heated by a Glas-col 
heating mantle. The column is shown in Plate 1. 
Reflux was controlled by a vapor dividing head operated 
by a Flexopulse timer. The "on" cycle of the timer energized 
a solenoid which attracted a piece of metal imbedded in the 
upper end of a glass rod attached to the valve ball, causing 
the ball to be raised from its seat. A take-off tube led from 
Plate I 
Oldershan Fractionc'tor 
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the hollow inner }JOrtion of the seat and carried the vapors 
through the wall of the column to the water-cooled vapor con-
denser. Condensed vapor flowed out of the condenser and was 
collected in a graduated cylinder. 
During the "<»ff" cycle of the timer, the valve ball was in 
place upon the seat and the vapors were totally refluxed. An 
Allihn water cooled overhead rcoudenser at the top of the column 
condensed the vapors and return,r.;Hl them to the colwnn. 
Temperatures were measu.red by a thermometer which fit 
into the 10/30 ground glass joint in the vapor dividing head. 
The bulb of the thermometer was positioned very close to the 
seat to insure that the temperature indicated was that of the 
vapor leaving the colu1.mn. 
Operation of the Aij;i_parat11s 
A 1000 ml. flask was selected and inspected to be sure 
that it was clean and in good condition. The desired volume of 
sample was measur,ed into a graduated cylinder, ,•.reighed, and 
poured into the flask. The bottom joint of the column was 
wiped clean and greased with Dow Corning silicone stopcock 
grease. The flask was fitted into place, the heating mantle 
positioned around the flask, and the laboratory jack raised 
until the column began to move upward slightlyo 
The elevation of the jack 111rns c:ritical. The bottom 
section of the column was not clamped tightly so it could move 
upward when pressure was applied. Sufficient force was desired 
7 
to keep the flask-colunm and column section joints tight. Excess-
ive pressure could result in a broken column; insufficient pressure 
8 
resulted in loss of vapor through the joints. 
The thermometer was removed, cleaned, greased, and reinserted. 
The cooling water was turned on to the overhead condenser and the 
vapor condenser. 'I'he Flexopulse timer was checked to be certain 
that it was not in operation, and the power to the heating mantle 
turned. on. A clean graduated cylinder was placed under the outlet 
spout from the vapor condenser. 
At a setting of 60 on the heating Variac, va1)ors generally 
began to reflux in 45 to 50 minutes. The column was kept on 
total reflux for 15 minutes after vapors started to condense 
to insure that the top of the column was at the correct tempera-
ture. This temperature was then recorded as the initial tempera-
ture; the timer was checked for the correct reflux ratio, and 
turned on. 
Temperatures i.vere r,ecorded and samples collected at the 
desired intervals. Cuts were usually taken every five volume 
per cent. 
Observation of the colu111n shmved that the four drops of 
liquid which fall into the graduated cylinder immediately after 
the reseating of the valve are from the preceding cycle. The 
technique for reading the temperatures and collecting the sample 
was to read the temperature just before the ball was lifted, wait 
until four drops had been collected after the ball was reseated, 
and then remove the graduated cylinder and put an empty one in 
its place. The volume of .samJple was recorded and the sample poured 
into a marked two ounce sam1)le bottle. 
The run was terminated at 90 to 95 volmne per cent off. 
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At the end of the run the timer and heater power were turned 
off, but the cooling water was allowed to run until the bottoms 
had been removed. The column was allowed to cool and drain for 
four hours before the bottoms (that material remaining in the 
boiling flask) were removed, measured in a graduated cylinder, 
and placed in a sample bottleo The cooling water was then turned 
off. 
Data recorded durin·g these distillations were run number, 
date, charge, time, Variac setting, temperature, volume off, 
and sample bottle number. 
A reflux ratio of ten to one, twenty seconds total reflux 
to two seconds total take-off, was used. The setting of the 
Variac was adjusted to maintain a take-off rate of 80 to 100 
ml. per hour at this reflux rate. 
Sufficient bottles were weighed before the start of the 
run to permit collection of all the samples without having to 
weigh bottles during the distillation. All bottles containing 
samples were reweighed after the run. 
Sarnia Mark II Fractionator 
Description of the Ap2aratus 
This apparatus was designed in an attempt to give an 
accurately known and controlled reflux rat~o (10). The undesir-
able effects on heat losses below the reflux dividing head were 
reduced by providing a heating mantle on the outside of the 
vacuum jacket of the still, giving nearly adiabatic conditions, 
and incorporating the reflux divider inside the same vacuum 
10 
jacket with the column. 
The apparatus is sometimes designated as a 1115 - 5 unit" 
whi c h means 15 theoretical plates at total reflux with normal 
operation at 5:1 reflux ratio. The column is designed to have 
a dynamic hold up of one to two per cent of the charge. Cannon 
protruded metal packing is used because it is self-wetting 
and has a high through-put capacity. 
The 11 mm. column used in this study is shown in Plate 2; it 
consisted of a 1000 ml. boiling flask, an 11 mm. ID vacuum 
jacketed column, a condenser head, liquid cooler, receiver, 
and auxiliary equipment. The auxiliary equipment consisted 
of three heating mantles with coniiolling Powerstats, a press-
ure compensating device, a nitrogen system, magnetic stirrer, 
differential manometer, and a ·potentiometer and thermocouples 
for measuring the temperature at the reflux divider. 
The reflux rate was controlled by a teflon ball attached 
to the end of a stainless steel rod. To the upper end of the 
rod was fastened a larger metal cylinder which could be adjusted 
by screwing it onto the threaded rod. When properly adjusted, 
the solenoid would attract the cylinder up into the valve cap 
j ust 1/8 inch. Th is allowed sufficient space for the liquid 
to flow pas t the ball and out of the column , but did not 
raise the valve stem so h i gh that it might not reseat properly. 
Power to the solenoid was cont rolled by the Flexopulse timer. 
The condenser head is offset so any wat er which might 
be present in t he c harge will f a ll from the condenser onto the 
h ot neck and flash instead of falling back into the column 
11 
Plate II 
Sarnia Mark II Fractionator 
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and upsetting the temperature at the reflux divider. 
Liquid from the column flows through the take-off arm 
into the liquid cooler, and then into the graduated receiver. 
The receiver is connected to the same pressure system as the 
condenser head. When removing the sample from the receiver, 
the rest of the still can be blocked off and the receiver 
vented to the atmosphere . 
The pressure compensating device utilized compressed air 
from the laboratory main. The pressure in the surge tank was 
controlled by bubbling air through a long glass tube submerged 
in water to a depth sufficient to compensate for the difference 
' between 760 mm. Hg absolute and the atmospheric pressure in 
the laboratory. For vacuum operation, the still can very easily 
be connected to the vacuum system available in the laboratory, 
described in connection with the Othmer still. 
The three heating mantles provided heat to the bottom 
of the boiling flask, the top of the flask, and the column, with 
each mantle controlled by a Powerstat. For light oils, only 
the bottom mantle was used. 
A compact and simple Leeds and Northrup millivolt poten-
tiometer was used with a copper-chrome! thermocouple to 
measure the temperature at the reflux divider. A pair of 
thermocouples for determining the difference between the 
temperature inside the column and the temperature of the 
jacket was used initially, but was l a ter discarded. Voltage 
input to the tower mantle was then determined from a curve 
given in Figure 8 of "Instruction Manual B" provided with the 
13 
equipment. 
The pressure drop a cross t he column was measured by a 
differential manometer connected between the boiling flask and 
the outlet from the vapor condenser. Nitrogen was bubbl ed into 
t he line between the manometer and t he boiling flask to prevent 
the escape of vapor from the flask into the manometer. 
Operation of the Apparatus 
The desired volume of charge was measured into a graduated 
cylinder and its weight determined. The stopcock on the side 
of the boiling flask was cleaned and greased, and the c h arge 
p oured into the flask. Boiling chips and the magnetic stirring 
bar were then placed in the flask. The ball and socket joint 
between the flask and the column was cleaned and greased, and the 
flask was connected to the column and held in place by a screw 
clamp. The thermometer was inserted into the well in the side 
of the flask and the level of silicone oil in the thermometer 
well checked to be sure that it covered the bulb. 
The lower flask mantle was he ld under the flask and the 
jack elevated until the column began to move slightly upwards. 
The magnetic stirrer sat on top of the jack with the flask 
heating mantle resting upon the top of the stirrer. The 
upper flask mantle was then put into place and laced. The 
connections were made between the mantle• a nd t h e power .cords. 
The line from the manometer was connected to the flask 
by means of the 18/7 ball and socket j oint, and the stopcock 
checked to be certain that it was open. Failure to open this 
stopcock will result in the manometer fluid's being forced 
out of the manometer by the nitrogen which is bubbled into the 
line between the flask and the manometer. 
The nitrogen was then turned on at the rate of one bubble 
per second. This rate was visually determined by watching 
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the nitrogen bubbler, which was partially filled with ethylene 
glycol. The cooling water to the vapor condenser and the liquid 
cooler was turned on. 
The Dewar flask which was used for the reference cold 
j unction was filled with crushed ice and distilled water and 
the thermocouples placed back in it. The thermocouple well 
and thermocouple at the top of the column were checked to be 
sure they were properly seated. The amount of silicone oil 
in the thermocouple well was adjusted so that it just covered 
the tip of the thermocouple.. The ball and socket joints 
between the side arm, liquid cooler, and receiver were cleaned,· 
greased, and reassembled. 
The barometric pressure was determined and the necessary 
amount of correction calculated. F or this calculat ion the 
value "of standa rd pressure was taken as 29. 98 inches of mercury 
and the specific gravity of mercury was taken as 13.55. The 
compressed air regula tor was turned on to allow 10 psig. air 
into the dryer. The valve on the outlet line of the dryer was 
regul a ted to allow two or three bubbles of air per second to 
escape from the tube into the water . The depth of immersion 
of the gla ss tube in the water was adjusted t o maintain the 
correct pressure as indicated by a differential manometer 
connected to the surge tank. 
The power to the heating mantles was then turned on and 
the Powerstats adjusted to their proper settings. The column 
was operated at total reflux until vapor had been condensing 
in the vapor condenser for 15 minutes. During th·e time the 
column was heating, the thermocouple leads were connected to 
15. 
the potentiometer and the potentiometer properly zeroed and 
standardized. After the column had operated at total reflux for 
15 minutes, the temperature was recorded as the initial boiling 
point, and the Flexopulse timer checked for the proper reflux 
ratio and turned on. 
The timer was generally operated at a reflux ratio of 20 
to 2 seconds, or 10 to 1. The lower flask mantle Powerstat 
was adjusted to give a take-off rate of 80 to 100 ml. per hour 
at this condition. For the materials run in this work, this 
was g enerally best controlled by maintaining a pressure drop 
across the column e quiva lent to 0.9 to 1.2 inches of red oil on 
the differential manometer. 
The temperature was read and samples collected at every 
five volume per cent. To take a sample, the stopcock between 
the liquid condenser and the receiver was closed and the stop-
cock between the receiver and the condenser head pressure 
manifold turned 180°. This isolated the receiver from the 
rest of the column and vented it to the atmosphere. The 
volume of the sample was recorded and the cut drained into a 
two ounce sample bottle·. The receiver stopcock was closed, 
the stopcock to the pressure manifold turned 180°, and the 
stopcock to t h e liquid cooler opened. 
Data recorded during t he run consisted of run number, 
date, charge, barometric pressure, still pressure, time, 
Powerstat settings, temperature, and pressure drop across the 
column. 
The .run was generally terminated at 90 to 95 volume 
I 
per cent. The col umn was allowed to drain and cool for four 
hours b efore t h e charge remaining in the flask was drained 
into a gradua ted cylinder; the volume was recorded and the 
bottoms poured into a sample b ottle. 
Sufficient b ottles were weighed before the start of the 
run to permit collection of all cuts taken during the run. 
After the run all bottles containing cuts were reweighed. 
The bott oms cut was latter distilled in an ASTM-86 apparatus 
to obtain the end point. 
For b oth the Oldershaw and Sarnia columns, all analyti-
cal distillations wer~ duplicated to check the temperatures. 
' I 
If a disagreement in excess of 3°F was obtained , a third run 
was made to determine which temperature was correct. Cuts 
were not taken during t h e check runs unless disagreement was 
noted; if the temperatures did not agree, cuts from both runs 
were saved until t h e proper value of the temperattire was 
established, then the cuts for the correct run were further 
analyzed. The cuts from the incorrect run were discarded. 
ASTM-86 Apparatus 
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The ASTM-86 a ppar a tus was used to distill off the bottoms 
fra ction tha t c ould not be distilled in the TBP apparatus. The 
unit is commercially available . and is fully described in 
"ASTM Standards on Petroleum Products and Lubricants" (2). 
Since its use is widespread and a description and drawing of 
it are generally available, it is not pictured here. 
Description of the Apparatus 
The ASTM-86 apparatus consists of a cabinet containing 
an electrical element controlled by a Variac, with a watt-
meter to indicate the power to the heater, and a cooling tube 
running through a water bath. A 250 ml. Saybolt distillation 
flask is placed above the heating element, resting upon an 
asbestos platform which is adjustable in height. A graduated 
cylinder is placed beneath the exit of the cooling tube, and 
an ASTM low distillation thermometer is put in -the top of the 
distillation flask. 
Operation of the Apparatus 
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Before beginning the distillation, the cooling tube was 
wiped clean by pulling a piece of clean dry cloth through it. 
Th e cut was poured into a clean distillation flask and a boiling 
chip added, the side arm of the flask passed through a cork into 
the cooling tube, and the flask positioned on the platform above 
the heater. The cork provided a seal to prevent the escape of 
vapors to the atmosphere. 
The thermometer was held in the distillation flask by a 
one-hole cork so the b ottom of the c apillary was even with 
the lowest part of the sidearm-flask joint. Sufficient ice 
was added to the water bath to bring it to the desired tempera-
ture and a 100 ml. graduated cylinder placed beneath the cooling 
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tube spout. 
The heater was turned on and the power adjusted so. the 
first drop would cof!le over in about five minutes. As soon 
as this drop appeared, the .. power was turned back to maintain 
a take-off rate of five ml. per minute. 
The initial boiling point of the cut was taken as the 
temperature at the time the first drop came from the spout~ 
Temperature-volume readings were taken for every two volume 
per cent of the original charge to the TBP apparatus. These 
cuts were taken by removing the graduated cylinder from be-
neath the spout and inserting a new one in its place. The 
cut in the graduated cylinder was poured into a numbered, 
•{,: 
weighed sample bottle and the bottle and sample reweighed. 
The flask was boiled dry, then allowed to cool. All 
material which drained back into the flask was either taken 
as a separate cut or added to the last cut, depending upon 
its size. 
CHAPTER III 
OTHER ANALYTICAL TESTS 
In addition to the equilibrium vaporization and analytical 
distillations, there were other analyses and tests which were 
performed in this work. Each of these is presented in this 
chapter with discussions of the principles, equipment, and 
technique, where appropriate. 
Weighings 
All weighings of distillation cuts were performed on Mettler 
analytical balances. These automatic balances provided a quick 
and easy means of weighing the empty sample bottles and the 
bottles containing the cuts from the analytical distillations. 
A Type H5 balance with a maximum capacity of 150 gm. was used for 
most of the work; the last- few weighings were done on a Type B6. 
The latter balance could be read to one more place and had a 
better damping mechanism, but had a capacity of only 100 gm. 
Weights were read to the third decimal place with an accuracy 
of 0.001 gm. This accuracy was supE::rfluous in view of the accu-
racy of other deteminations, but served to eliminate weighings 
as .one of the sources of error. 
Samples exceeding the capacity of the Mettler balance wel"e 
weighed on an Ohaus double pan beam balance with an accuracy 
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of 0.5 gm. 
Molecu lar Weight Determination's 
Molecu lar weights were de termi n ed by the cryoscopic prin-
cip le. This meth od was chos e n because of its wi de use and a ppar-
ent success (21, 22, 47, 50). The apparatus used was very similar 
to that comme r cial ly available (11). The Beckmann method was u sed 
and was essentially t h e same as that used by commercial labora-
tories (29, 33). This meth od is not so accurate as others, but 
is less time c onsuming and g ives results within an acceptable 
range of error. 
Principle of Operation 
The fre<ezing point of a solution is the temperature at which 
solid solvent begins to separate from the solu tion. Solutions 
freeze at lower temperatures than the pure solvent. 
The lowering of the freezing point by the addition of solute 
to a solvent has been known for a long time; but cryoscopy, the 
study of freezing points of solutions, was first placed on a firm 
experimental foundation by Beckmann in 1888. The theoretical 
treatment of freezing p oint d e pression is due primarily to J. H. 
van 't Hoff - ( 42). 
The freezing point lowering is a consequence .of the vapor 
pr essure lowering c aused by the addition of a solute. Figure 
l shows a vapor pressure - temperature diagram. The line AB is 
t he sublima tion curve of the solid so l vent. The line CD is the 
vapor pressure curve for pure liquid solvent. 
At t he freezing point , the two phases are i n equilibrium 
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with each other and must have the same vapor pressure. This 
occurs only at B, the intersection of the two lines. The temper-
ature, T, corresponding to this point is the freezing point of 
0 
the pure solvent. 
p 
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Solid 
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0 
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Figure 1. Vapor Pressure - 'J.'..emperature 
Diagram 
The lowered vapor pressure of the solution is shown by the 
line EF. Again, the vapor pressure of the two phases must be equal 
to satisfy the condition for equilibrium. This is satisfied only 
at E, the point of intersection. The temperature, T, corresponding 
to .this point is the freezing point of th,e solution. The freezing 
point depression is thus T0 T. 
The dependence of freezing point depression up~n concentra~ion 
has been shown mathematically and experimentally (24). This 
dependence may be expressed by 
t::.Tf = Kf m (1) 
where: t::.Tf = the freezing point depression, °C 
Kf = a constant peculiar to the solvent 
m = the molality of the solution,moles per 1000 gm. 
solvent 
But 
m = wt. sample/MW x 1000 
wt. solvent 
and weight= volume x d e nsity. 
(2) 
Substituting these equations into equation land rearranging 
for the molecular weight, 
1000 V p 
s s 
where: MW= molecular weight of the solute 
v = volume, ml. 
P = density, gm. per ml. 
(3) 
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The subscript "s" refers to the solute; "b" refers to the solvent. 
Benzene was selected as the solvent; the constant Kf for 
benzene is 5.12 ( 42 ). A ratio of 100 parts benzene to 1 part 
unknown, by volume , was arbitrarily chosen. Equation 3 then 
reduce d to 
MW 
51.2 P 
s (4) 
The assumption was made that the volumetric rates of expan-
sion for benzene and the samples were approximately the same 
over the small changes in room temperature which might occur 
between the determination of the specific gravities and the 
determination of moecular weights. Measurement of the s pecific 
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gravity of benzene at the same time as the measurement of the 
specific gravities of t he samples permitted the use of the 
volumetric basis instea d of necessitating the weighing of every 
sample during the cryoscopic analyses. 
Measureme n t of the solute by a pipette was not acceptable 
b ecause of t he i na b ility to achieve reproducible results, caused 
by i naccuracies in the volume of sample delivered into the test 
tube. For t h is reason , a 1/4 cc. syringe was used to measure 
t h e s a mple. 
Supercooling is frequently experienced in cryoscropic 
analysis. When working with a solid solute, this effect can be 
lessened by seeding the solution at the freezing point with a 
crystal of the solute. This procedure was not practical in this 
work because of t h e nature of the solute and the construction 
of the apparatus. Supercooling was generally limited to not 
0 
more than 0.5 C, and wa s n ot considered to be a serious source 
of error. Again, this is in keeping with current industrial 
labora tory practice. 
Description of the ARparatus 
Th e apparatus used f or the cryoscropic meth od of determining 
mo lecu l a r weights is shown in Plate 3. This equipment is a 
modific a tion of that commercially available (11). An ice 
wat e r ba th was use d as the cooling medium. The bath was 
e n closed i n an i n s u l a ted box a n d sat upon the b ase of a ring 
stand . A s p out was provid e d near t h e bottom of the bath to p er mit 
drain i ng excess water when a dding more ice. 
A 38 x 20 0 mm. test tube was passed through a hole in the 
Plate III 
Apparatus for Determining MoleculE>r Heights 
top of the b ox to form a cold air bath. When the 28 x 200 mm. 
sample tube was clamped in place, there was an annular space 
of about 1/5 inch of air to slow the cooling. 
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A cork was bored and slotted to provide a means of holding 
the Beckmann thermometer in p lace and allowing the stirring wire 
to move freely up and down in the sample tube. 
A s mall lead weight was fastened to the top of the stirring 
wire to cause the wire to desce·nd when not being pulled up by 
the motor. A string ran from the upper end of the stirring wire, 
over two rollers on a cross arm f as tened to the top of the ring 
stand, and to the motor. 
A s mall 115 v. AC, 40 rpm electric motor was used to operate 
the st i rrer. A metal disk was soldered to the end of the motor 
shaft and a swivel was p laced an inch away from the point of 
rotation. The string from the end of the stirring rod was at-
tached to this swivel. This transformed the rotational motion 
into the t wo-inch vertical motion which was desired for the stirring. 
A test tube of benzene at room temperature was clamped to the 
ring stand to be used to rinse the thermometer and stirring wire 
when they were removed from a cold sample. 
Other equipment included a 1/4 cc. syringe, 48 samp le test 
tubes, a 25 ml . pipette, two test tube racks, a jar containing 
benzene, and a waste beaker. 
Expe~irnental Procedure 
Two sd)np les were prepared for each cut, unless more were 
required to obtain the desired agreement. A test tube was 
selected and vis ua~ly inspected to be sure that it was clean and 
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dry. The syringe was rinsed with sample, refilled, and the air 
bubbles removed; the plunger was depressed to the 1/4 cc. mark, 
then the sample was ejected from the syringe into the test tube. 
Care was t aken that as little as p ossible of the sample struc k 
the walls .of the tube. The p ipette was then used to withdraw 
25 ml. of benzene from the bo ttle and add it to the test t ube. 
The p ipette was t urned while the benzene was draining into the 
tube so the benzene would flow d own the walls. This served the 
dual purpose of washing any droplets of samp le which mi ght be 
on the walls into solution and g iving an indica tion of a dirty 
test tube by uneven or hindered flo w down the walls of the tube. 
If the solvent did not flow freely down the walls of the tube, the 
sample was discarded, the t u be placed aside to be cleaned, and 
a new sample prepared. 
The first sample prepared was shaken by hand and lowered 
through a hole in the top of the box directly into the cold 
water bath to be precooled. The second sample was prepared during 
this time. The sample in the cold bath was clamped so the level 
of water c ame even wi t h the level of sample in the tube. This 
prevented the walls of the tube from becoming cold enough to 
condense any water vapor out of the air. 
Care was tak en at all time s to ' leave the samp le bottles, 
the solvent bottle, a nd the prepared samp les exposed to the 
air a minimum amoun t of time. Bottles were recapped immediately 
after use and samp le t ubes were corked while they remained in 
t he test t ube rack . 
Samples were precooled sufficiently so crystals would 
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precipitate from solution upon addition of the thermometer and 
stirring wire. When the sample had cooled long enough, the tube 
was removed from the water, carefully dried, and placed in the 
clamp above the c o ld air tube. The thermometer and stirring 
wire were then removed from the last sample which was still 
clamped to the ring stand. The sample had been allowed to rema in 
in the air long enough to commence thawing so a minimum of material 
would cling to the thermometer and wire. The thermometer bulb 
and wire were wiped against the lip of the tube and the solution 
allowed to drain back into the test tube. 
The thermometer and wi~e were then rinsed in the tube of 
benzene so the warm benzene would dissolve any solid particles 
which might still be clinging to them. The benzene was carefully 
drained oack into the test tube as the thermometer and wire were 
removed. 
The Beckmann thermometer and stirring wire were placed into 
the test tube contain ing the precooled solu tion and the cork and 
thermometer adjusted to their proper po~itions. The insertion of 
the thermometer and wire caused the crystallization pf solid 
particles out of the solution. The stirring wire was moved up 
and down by hand unti l all solid particles dissolved into solution. 
The test tube was then lowered into the cold air tube. The string 
on the. .. ~t i rring wire was checked to be s ure that it passed over 
the rollers and the motor was turned on. At this time the tern-
. 
. 0 . 
perature of the solution was no more than 1.5 C above the freezing 
point of the solution. 
As soon as the observation was started, the second sample 
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was placed in the c o ld water bath. This sample cooled while the 
reading was taken on the first sample. 
The t hread of mercury was observed to dip below the freezing 
point, then stop falling and rise to level off at a h igher tem-
perature before falling again. The valu e of the tempera t ure at 
the constant temperature plateau was recorded as the freezing 
point. 
When the temperature began to fall from the constant tem-
perature p lateau, the motor was turned off and the test tube 
removed from the cold air bath and placed in the clamp to the 
side of the ring stand. The second samp le was then analyzed 
for the freezing point as just described. 
While one sample was being observed, the s a mp le that had 
just been removed from the cold air tube was allowed to thaw, 
and then shaken by hand until all crystals had dissolved. It 
was then p laced back into the cold water bath to be precooled 
for its next observation. 
The time for putt i ng the previously determined sample back 
into the cold water bath was a matter of individual judgement, 
and was important only in reducing the amount of time necessary 
for the group of determinations. Depending upon the amount of 
time it had been out of the cold air tube, the old sample was 
put into the water bath during the i'nterval between the time 
when the temperature of the sample being determined was about 
0.2°C ab ove its expected freezing point and the time when the 
thread of mercury began to rise f rom the lowest sub-cooled 
temperature. 
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The freezing point of the second sample was recorded. If 
the two values were in agreement within one per cent of the 
freezing point depression, the average value of the two readings 
was taken as the final value. If the difference was greater than 
this, additional determinations were made. Conditions for final 
values were 
1. Agreement of two values within one per cent. The average 
was taken. 
2. Agreement of a third value within one-half per cent of 
a previous value. The average of the two values within 
agreement was taken. 
3. Three or more values approximately equi-spaced within 
a disagreement of three per cent. The average value was 
used. 
4~ Agreement of more sample s within one per cent than the 
number not in agreement. The average value of those in 
agreement was used. 
5. The r e were a few samples which gave extremely erratic 
de pressions. For these samples, the average value of 
all readings was used, if there were several values with-
in two per cent of this average value. 
Agreement of values for the same sample wa s not sufficient. 
If agreement between samples cou ld not be obtained for the two 
samples,· a t h ird sample was prepared and determinations made for 
it, to get cross agreement. 
At the start of every group of determinations, the value 
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of the freezing po i n t of benzene was checked. If the first value 
obtained was within one-halt per cent of the value used previously, 
the previous value was used for the group to be determined. If 
disagreement was more than one-hal f per cent, more determinati·ons 
were made until agreement was obtained within the limits prescribed 
above. In all cases, the percentage was on the basi s of the 
approximate freezing point depression, which for this study, was 
in t he range 0 . 4 - 0.5 °C. 
At the end of each group of determinations, the last sample 
was left in the cold a ir bath so the thermometer would not have 
to be reset. Al l glassware used during this time was washed and 
placed to dry, generally overnight. The bottle containing benzene 
was refille d , so the check on the freezing point of benzene which 
would be done first in the next group of determinations would 
serve the dual purpose of checking the setting of the thermometer 
and t h e purity of the new benzene. 
The technique as outlined above is essentially the same as 
that used in research laboratories (29, 33). Rossini, et al., 
(24, 35, 48) have done extensive research on the correct technique 
for the cryoscropic method. They have presented a pparatus which 
were developed as a result of this exhaustive study. Included 
among their publicati ons are correction factors which compensate 
for the difference between real and ideal solutions. The freezing 
point is f ound by constructing the temperature - time curve back 
to ,_the ~oint before supercooling. In Figure 2 the line ABCDE is 
the ~ooling curve. The line DB is the extrapolation of the tem-
perature curve to a pre-supercooled condition. This would be the 
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correct freezing point if the solution were ideal. The curve 
which compensates for the difference between real and ideal 
solutions is shown as. A'B'DE. The correct temperature of the 
freezing point is indicated by B'. A table of correction factors 
is available (35). 
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Figure 2. Temperature - Time Diagram 
Specific Gravities 
There are a number of methods commercially·available for 
determining specific gravities. The Westphal balance was used by 
Amir-Yegan~h (1), but was not used in this study because of 
excessive size of sample necessary for the determination. Hydro-
meters also were not used for this reason. There are hydrometers 
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available which require only 20 ml. sample, but smaller cuts were 
sometimes taken. Pycnometers were not used because of the tedium 
and length of time required for the determination. 
A Fisher-Davidson Gravitometer was selected for measuring 
specific gravities because of its wide use in industrial labora-
tories,_ its ease of operation, the s mall size of sample required, 
and the rapidity and accuracy with which specific gravities can 
be determined. 
Principle of Oper ation 
The Fisher-Davidson Gravitometer opera tes on the principle 
of the hydrostatic balance (20). If two U-tube manometers 
containing liquids of different densities are connected to a 
common source of vacuum, the heights of the liquids in the 
connecting' manometers are inversely proportional to their 
densities 
(5) 
If a liquid of known specific gravity is placed in one U-tube, 
the specific gravity of the liquid in the other tube may be 
measured. 
Description o f the Equipment 
A picture of the Fisher-Davidson Gravitometer is shown in 
Plate 4. Essentially , the instrument consists of an L-shaped 
'1 ' 
glas~ tube and a Z- shaped glass tube connected to a common source 
of vacuum. 
The L-tube contains the reference liquid; the sample is 
placed in the cup at the end of the Z-tube . The upper ends 
Plate IV 
Fisher-D avidson Grevitomet er 
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of each of these tubes are connected to a rubber tube. The walls 
of the rubber tube are pressed together by a pair. of rollers; as 
the tube is moved back and forth between these rollers by turning 
a milled knob, the decreasing and increasing pressure alternately 
pulls the liquids up into the glass tubes or forces them from the 
t ubes . 
The Z-tube containing the sample is made with the upper and 
lower legs horizontal so the height of the unknown liquid is 
constant when the two ends of the liquid lie in the horizontal 
legs. There are then only two unknowns in equation 5: the height 
of the standard liquid and the specific gravity of the unknown. 
A scale is provided beside .the L-tube which is calibrated for 
ethylbenzene so the specific gravity of the unknown can be read 
directly from this scale. 
For liqu ids of specific gravities above 2.0, a heavier 
reference liquid must be used. The specific gravities as read 
from the scale are corrected by multip lying by the ratio of the 
specific gravity of the more dense liquid to the specific gravity 
of ethylbenzene. Carbon tetrachloride, with a correction f ac tor 
of 1.84, was provided with the instrument. 
Experimental Procedure 
The instructions for using the Fisher-Davidson Gravitometer 
were furnished with the inst rument and were followed closely. 
There were some matters of technique which were of interest because 
reproducibility was not attainable until they were mastered. 
The instrument was leveled, and the level of the standard 
liquid chec ked to be sure that it came within the limits inscribed 
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upon the L-tube. A sample of the reference liquid was placed in 
the Z-tube and the specific gravity determined to check the 
position of the scale beside the L-tube. The specific gravities 
of the samples were then determined. 
The Z-tube was rinsed with a s mall amount of the sample, and 
.t his portion discarded. Approximately one minute was allowed for 
the liquid cling ing to the walls of the tube to drain down into 
the lower arm and form a slug of liquid across the tube. Th is 
was removed by pinching the rubber tube to move the liquid into 
the samp le cup where it was absorbed by a Johnson Q-tip. A new 
sample was then p laced into the c up and the specific gravity 
determined. 
The hair line was adjusted until the edges of the meniscus 
just touch ed each end of the 
broken hair line, a s shown in 
Figure 3. A second line in 
back of the broken line elim-
ina ted parallax. The specific 
g~avity thus obtained was 
recorded. 
The value could be rea d 
to three places. Only one 
determination was made as 
experi.ence showed that 
following this procedure, 
the results were reproducible 
Glass Tube 
/ " 
Figure 3. Position of Hair 
Line 
within 0.001, which was the accuracy of reading the scale of the 
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instrument. 
The third decimal was read from a vernier, which on the 
. ' 
particular instrument used in this study, was not accurate. The 
reading of the vernier did not always ,, agree with the position of 
the hair line as estimated by eye. For instance, the vernier 
might g ive a value of five for the l a st digit, but an estimate 
of the position of the index would give a value of three. Since 
the error seemed to be caused by the markings of the main scale, 
no corrections were used, and the value as ob t ained from the 
vernier was recorded. The vernier was constructed in one piece 
so adjustments were not possible. 
Gas Chromatrograph 
A gas chromatograph was used to determine the attainment 
of steady state in the equilibrium still. Samples were 
collected from the equilibrium still and injected into the 
chromatograph. An easily identifiable peak was selected as 
t h e reference peak and all other peak heights expressed as 
the ratio of the two heights. Three successive analyses show-
ing comparative peak height ratios within the limits of 
• reproducibility of the chromatograph was accepted as proof 
of steady state. 
Principles of Operation 
The gas chromatograph makes use of the fact that compounds 
in a mixtures will migrate at differing speeds when carried 
along by an inert gas through a tube that has been packed or 
treated in a special way (32). The proper selection of the 
partitioner - that substance with whi.ch the packing is treated 
will permit all like molecules to leave the tube in a group, 
separate from other kinds of molecules. 
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Molecules flowing through the column establish an equilibrium 
between the vapor phase and the liquid phase of the partitioner. 
As the body of the sample is swept along, the absorbed molecules 
re-enter the gas phase. In this way, the molecules "leap frog" 
each other through the column. 
A heated wire is placed in the exit stream of gas from the 
colWJµl to act as a detector. The resistance of the wire is 
dependent upon the temperature of the wire. As the gas flows 
over the wire, the wire is cooled in proportion to the thermal 
conductivity of the gas. If the gas is pure, t'he wire stays at 
one temperature; if ·oth~r compounds are present in the gas, the 
temperature, . hence, the resistance, _changes. The amount of 
change is a function of the amount of other compounds present; 
this change was used in this study to establish t ,he attainment 
of steady state in the equilibrium still. 
Description of the Equipment 
The vapor-phase chromatograph used in this study is shown 
schematically in Figure 4. Helium from the cylinder flowed 
through two pressure regulators and an Ideal-Arrowsmith needle 
valve before entering the column. The column was enclosed in 
a constant temperature bath which was controlled by heating 
pure or ganic compounds in an annular space around the column. 
The organic was b oiled in a flask connected beneath the 
back of the constant temperature bath. Vapors passed through 
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the annular space and were condensed by a water cooled Allihn 
I 
condenser mounted on top of the front of the column. 
The thermti.l block containing two matched hot wire elements 
was located at the back of the constant temperature bath., A 
1/16 in. copper tube carried.the incoming gas stream from the 
thermal block to the front of the bath where.the injection port 
was located. From the injection port the carrier., stream and 
sample flowed through a 1/4 in. packed helical copper tube (the 
column) to the thermal block where the stream passed over the 
measuring element. 
The outlet stream from the column passed through another 
Ideal-Arrowsmith valve and through a soap film meter, into 
the atmosphere. 
The two hot wire elemen·ts were connected to a Wheatstone 
bridge located in an adjacent cabinet. The electrical ouput 
from the bridge·was fed to a o.o to 1.0 mv. Bristol recorder. The 
fractograms obtained from the recorder: ·were inspected for v~rying 
peak heighi ratios·. 
Operation of the Apparatus· 
Benzene was placed in the boiling flask and boiled for at 
least four hours to bring the column to thermal equilibr\ium; .. .-
During the last hour the helium was turned on and allowed to 
flow through the column to purge the system of air or any other 
impurities which might be in it. The helium stream left the 
cylinder at 15 ps~g. and was further reduced to 10 psig. before 
entering the c,olumn. The flow rate was indicated by the film 
meter, in which a soap film was carried up a graduated tube by 
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the effluent gas stream; the rate was controlled by the effluent 
valve, the inlet valve being opened sufficiently far to have no 
effect. A faster response in flow rate was observed when 
controlling by the effluent valve. 
The Wheatstone bridge and recorder were turned on and 
allowed to warm up for at least 10 minutes before the sample 
was injected. The flow rate was determined and controlled to 
the desired rate, generally 50 to 75 cc~ per minute. The 
flow rate, date, samp le number, samp le volume, attenuation, 
and other pertinent information were recorded on the chart and 
the chart drive motor turned on. The syringe was filled with 
sample and flushed. The syringe was refilled, the plunger 
depres s ed unt,il the d esired amount remained in the barrel, and 
the sample injected through the silicone rubber septum in the 
injection port. The point of injection was marked on the chart. 
For determining equilibrium, several peaks were s e lected 
as being easily i dentifiable. One peak was chosen as the 
refer ence, and the heights of the other peaks were expressed as 
the ratio of the individual peak height to the reference peak 
height. This compensated for slight changes in the volume 
injected. The presence of three successive analyses which 
yielded constant peak height ratios within the reproducibility 
of the chromatograph was accepted as an indi,cation of 
equilibrium. 
CHAPTER IV 
EQUILIBRIUM VAPORIZATION 
.The first step in t h is method of experimental determination 
of vapor-liquid equilibrium constants is the e quilibrium flash 
vaporization of the feed and the collection of the vapor and 
liquid products. There are many equilibrium stills which are 
available or can be built for this purpose. The criteria for 
selection of such an apparatus are: volume of products, ease 
of op eration, and time for reaching equilibrium. 
Many vapor-liquid equilib rium constants, K values, in use 
today are accura te only to within~ 10 per cent (44). One pur-
. pose of this work was to develop a technique which could be used 
in any laboratory to obtain accura te K values with an error of 
less t han 10 per cent. To achieve t h is, a column was needed which 
wou ld reliably produce e quilibrium and would permit duplication 
o f results. The .Othmer vapor-recirculating still seemed to 
satisfy t h ese requirements (41). 
The Othmer still utilizes t h e concept of v a por recircu-
lation which was first presented in 1913 (51). There were 
other modific a tions of e quipment using this principle before 
Othmer presented h is first recirculating still in 1928 (39, 45). 
Today t here are many modifications of the original Othmer still 
in use for various appli c a tions (1). 
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Othmer's later design, of which the equipment used in 
this study was a modification, has been changed by various 
workers to fit their particular needs. Othmer has presented 
a similar still for high pressure work (40). 
A more complete st udy of equilibrium equipment is pre-
sented b y Amir-Yeganeh (1). He al s o describ es two other 
equilibrium vaporization stills which proved to be more 
satisfactory than the Othmer still used in this work. 
In presenting his equipment, Othmer claimed a period of 
45 minutes to four hours for attaining equilibrium and also 
- simple and adequate control of the recycle by use of a three-
way cock. These two features indicated that the still would 
be highly desira ble for this work. 
Othmer Vapor-Recircula ting Equilibrium Still 
Principle of Operation 
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In Othmer's application of vapor recirculation, vapors which 
are distilled over are condensed and returned to the boiler until 
the still comes to equilibrium. At this time the composition of 
the condensed vapor recycled to the boiler is identically the 
same a s t h e composition of the vapors which are leaving the 
boiler. 
Description of t h e Apparat us 
Th e modified Othmer still used in this work is shown in 
Plate 5 and Figures 5 and 6. It differed from the still pre-
sented b y Othme r in the following respects: larger condensate 
receiver, larger boiler, no dry ice trap, and no hea ter on the 
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Figure 5. Cross Sectional View of Othmer Vapor-Recirculating Still 
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vapor return line (41). 
This apparatus was made in four pieces of glass: the 
boiler and vapor arm; the condenser and condensate receiver; 
the return manifold; a nd the ice well condenser. Auxiliary 
apparatus included the vacuum system, the cooling wa ter system, 
thermome ters, three electrical heating circuits, and a nitrogen 
sys tem. 
The bottom section of the boiler was fabric a ted with a 
s maller bubble so the depth of liquid would be suf ficient for heat-
ing when most o f the charge was in the condensate receiver. A 
large clean-out op ening was provided in t he top to permit removal 
of sludge which may be left in the boiler when working vith heavy 
hydrocarbons. This opening was filled with an evacuated ball 
stopper in a standard 65/40 socket. The boiler had a capacity of 
2000 ml., as compared to Othmer's approximately 1000 ml. capacity. 
Two thermometer wells were provided in the boiler. One 
pass ed through the top ball stopper and t ermi nated in the vapor 
space. The other passed through a 19/38 standard taper joint 
iri the wall of the b oiler, and was positioned to measure the 
tempe r ature of the liquid in the center of the boiler, just 
ab ove the small bubble. 
Othmer d iscovered that the liquid temperature could be 
held constant and the vapor temperature va ried over a range of 
about 20°c ( 41). In operation, the liquid temperature was t a ken 
as the e quilib r i um temperature and the vapor heater controlled so 
the vapor temperature matche d it. 
The vapor arm extended upward from the side of the pot 
a dist a nce , of 18 inches. At this point it terminated in a 
50/30 s ock'et. 
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The u pper end of the condenser-condensate receiver section 
was a continua tion of the v apor arm. The line extending upward 
from t h e Allihn cond enser made a 90° turn and projected h ori-
z ontal ly for five inches. The other end of the horizontal line 
was turned 90° downward and t~rmina ted in a 50 mm. ball which 
fitted into the socket on the end of the vapor arm. A t hermometer 
well e xt ended through the upper wall of the horizontal line at 
t h e downward bend a nd was positioned in the center of t he vertical 
vapor a rm. The tip of the thermometer well was located 2 1/2 
inc hes b elow the upper wall of the horizontal section, and 
three inches above the ball joint. 
The bottom end of the Allihn condenser formed a drip s pout 
to facilitate t h e counting of drops. Droplets of condensed 
vapor fell from the drip s p out into the condensate receiver. 
Th e cond ensa te receiver was of 1000 ml. capacity, graduated 
e very 10 ml ., fr om 60 to 990 ml., with every 100 ml. being etch e d 
all t h e way around the receiver to help eliminat e parallax in 
r eading t h e volume. (Othmer's condensa te receiver was half 
t h is large). 
Th e f ive ball condenser and condensate receiver were 
enclosed in a single water j a ck et. The inlet water connection 
was located at t he top of the condensa te receiver, with outlet 
nozzles a t the b ott om of t h e condensate receiver and at the 
top of t h e All i hn condenser . A leng t h of t hree mm . c apillary 
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tubing extended downward from t h e condensate receiver and passed 
t hrough t h e bottom of the water jacket. 
A side arm extended from the bottom ball of the Allihn 
condenser , through the wall of t he wate r jack et, and turned 
upward to termina te in a 24/40 standa rd taper joint. The ice 
well condenser fi t into this joint. Ice and wat er were placed 
in t he large central cold fing er to condense those light vapors 
wh ich might pass uncondensed through the water cooled Allihn 
condenser. An outle t was provided from the annular vapor s pace 
for connection to t h e v a cuum system. 
Th e three mm. tube which extended downward from the conden-
sate receiver ended in a 12. mm. ball. A sampling line was fabri-
cated which was connected to this ball by a 12/5 socket. The 
J 
s ampling line is s h own in Figure 
7. The upper leg of the tee ended 
in an 18/7 socke t which connected 
to t he b ottom of t he vapor return 
man ifold. The open leg of t he tee 
was plugged with a r ubber serum 
Sockets 012/5 1118/7 
'-----T--11 D 
Serum ,.,, 
Stopper 
Figure 7. Sampling Line 
stopper to permit the use of a syringe to withdraw s amples wh ich 
were analyze d in a gas chroma tograph to determine t h e time of 
equilibrium . 
The v apor ret urn manifold is shown in Figure 8. The lower 
end of t h e receiver-side vertical arm ended in an 18/7 ball for 
connection to t h e sampling line. A three way cock was located 
just a b ove t he ball t o permit dra ining the receiver. The small 
amount o f liquid left in t he line below the cock was drained by 
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removing t he rubb er serum stopper. 
Ei ght horizontal lines spaced 1 3/8 inches apart connected 
the two vertical arms of the rnani-
fold. Each h orizontal line con-
tained a stopcock. These stop-
cocks were opened or clos ed to 
control t h e level of the liquid 
in the condensate r eceiver. The 
level in t h e receiver was exactly 
h orizontal with the level of the 
lowest op en stopcock. In t h is way, 
positive, reproducible control was 
maintained of the vap or-liquid 
ratio. Varying the height of t h e 
lowest open stopcock c hanged the 
Figure 8. Vapor Return 
Manifold 
v apor-li quid r ati o, for t h e same size charge, and changed t h e 
temperature of the e quilibrium flash. 
The upper end of the boiler-side vertica l arm extended past 
t h e highest horizontal line a nd ended in an open line. For 
atmospheric operation, t h is served a s a siphon breaker. In 
this study , the line was connected to the vacuum system. 
The lower end of t he boiler-side vertical arm made a 90° 
bend and formed a five-inc h -long horizontal arm which t urned up 
a t t he end and t~r mi nat ed in a 12/5 socket. Th is socket was 
fastened to a 12 mm . ball on the end of a t hree mm . line which 
protruded f rom t h e b ot t om o f the boiler. In the center of t h e 
h ori zontal a rm was loc a ted a t hree way c ock to permit draining 
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the boiler. 
Three separate electrical heating circuits of one ohm/ft. 
Nichrome wire wound about the glass still were provided., each 
controlled by a Variac. One circuit heated the lower half of 
the boiler, another the upper half of the boiler, and the 
third circuit heated the entire vapor arm, past the ball joint, 
to the beginning of the Allihn condenser. This arrangement 
permitted control of the liquid, va1,or, and vapor arin terntpera-
tures. 
The vacuum system is shown in Figure 6. It consisted of 
a vacuum prnnp, surge tank, manostat, manometer, and nitrogen 
bubbler. A bleed valve was located between the prnrup and surge 
tank. This valve was not sufficiently sensitive to control the 
pressure of the system, and was used only to release the vacuum 
when desired. A Cartesian manostat was connected between the 
surge tank and a 1.vye. One branch of the wye was connected to 
a trap to protect the manostat from any materials which might 
be sudrnd into the line. 'l'he other end. of the wye was connected 
to a differential mercury manometer. 
A line r~n from the trap to the nitrogen bubbler. Nitro-
gen was bled into the bubbler at a rate of one bubble per 
second, se:irving to form a back pressure which hinder,Eid the 
escape of hydrocarbon variors from the system. The bubbl,er 
was partially filled with ethylene glycol to permit visual 
observation of the rate of injection of the nitrogen. 
The line from the nitrogen bubbler went to a wye which 
led to the two connections on the still; i.e., the line from 
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the ice well condenser annular vapor space and the line from the 
siphon breaker. 
Operation of the Apparatus 
Before charging the still, all stopcocks were cleaned and 
lubricated. The bottom four stopcocks on the vapor return mani-
fold were lubricated with Fisher Nonaq stopcock grease because 
these cocks were not opened and plugging did not matter. All 
other cocks and joints were lubricated with Dow Corning High Vac~ 
uum grease. A new· rubber serum stopper was used for each run. 
The desired volume of charge was measured into a graduated 
cylinder and weighed. The boiler was charged through the liquid 
thermometer well joint, and the condensate receiver was charged 
through the ice well condenser joint. The manifold stopcocks 
were calibrated to determine the volume required to bring the liq-
uid level in the receiver even with each of the cocks. These vol-
umes are listed in Table I. The cocks were numbered from the bot-
tom up. 
TABLE I 
CALIBRATION OF VAPOR RETURN MANIFOLD 
Lowest open cock Volume in receiver, ml. 
l 177 
2 270 
3 370 
4 465 
5 560 
6 655 
7 750 
8 845 
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The firs t run was ma de to determine the Variac se ttings . 
After the fee d was added and the still reassembled, the vacuum 
pump was started. The nitrogen was turned on and allowed to bub-
ble into the line between the trap and the still. The atmospheric 
pressure was recorded and sufficient vacuum applied to the system 
to bring the absolute pressure in the still to 350 mm. Hg. The 
Cartesian manostat was adjusted to mainta in this pressure. The 
heating circuits were energized and the Variacs turned to the 
approximate range necessary for equilibrium conditions. For the 
light oil used in this study , initial settings of 30, 20, and 10 
were adequate f or t he liquid, vapor, and vapor arm Variacs, 
respectively. The liquid Variac was adjusted to give a boil-up 
rate of abou t two drops per second. As the still a pproache d 
e quilibrium thes e settings were a d justed so t h e vapor and liquid 
temperatures would be the same and the vapor arm tempera ture 
would be a couple of degrees higher. The vap or temperature was 
adjusted to the liquid temperature. 
When the temperatures became steady, satisfying the stated 
conditions, the main power swi tch to the heat ing circuits was 
turned off. The settings were left on the Variacs so no adjust-
ments would be necessary during the equilibrium flash. The vacuum 
pump was turned off and the bleed valve opene d to release the 
vacuum. The liquid was drained fr om the boi ler and condensate 
receiver and discarded. The rubber serum stopper was remove d and 
discarded so the stopper, which was attacked by the hydroc arbons, 
would not foul the sides of the tube. 
The data that were recorded during every run included: run 
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number, date, c har ge, b a rometric pressure, still pressure, time, 
Variac settings, liquid temperature, vapor temperature, va.por 
arm temperature, and remarks. Temperatures were recorded every 
30 minutes. Each time the temperatures were read, the barometric 
and still pressures were checked t o be sure that the still pres-
sure was 350 mm . Hg absolute. This check was recorde d a s an "ok" 
in the column headed "Pressure". If an a d justment was necessary, 
the amount o f error wa s recorded. 
For an e quilibrium run, the start up procedures were the 
same. Usually no adjustment of the Va riacs was necessary. Very 
minor changes were sometimes required . 
When the temperatures rea ched the desired conditions, samples 
of 0.5 to 1.0 ml. were taken through the rubber serum stopper 
with a tuberculin syringe. These s amples were taken at 30 minute 
intervals a n d were immediately analyzed in the gas chromatograph. 
The a ttainment of three successive analyses of constant peak 
height r atios was accepted as proof that the still was at equi-
librium. 
The shut down proc edure previously described was fo llowed 
except that the liquids dra ined from the boiler and condensate 
receiver were weighed and retained. The b oiler was a llowed to 
cool before the liquid was drained from i t. The liquid was gen-
erally cool enough after t wo hours to be handled safely. 
All runs made in this study were at a volumetric vapor -
liquid ratio of 560 ml. vapor to 750 ml . liquid , i .e., 42.7 
0 per c ent f l ashed at 177 F and 350 mm. Hg absolute pressure . 
Add itional flashes were made at the same conditions to obtain 
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the quantity of material necessary for analysis. All vapor and 
liquid products were blended before analytica l distillation. This 
ensured that minor differences in composition which might have 
occured in the equilibrium flash were not carr ied over into the 
analytical d istillation, and the evaluation of the two TBP apparatus 
would b e made using identical charges. 
Calculation of K Values 
In 1960 Edmister (15) proposed the use of the ratio of slopes 
method to obtain vapor-liquid e quilibrium constan t s. Simply 
sta ted, 
(dT/dm)L 
K = (dT/dm)v (6) 
where (dT/dm)L is the slope of the molar TBP curve of an equi-
librium flash liquid product and (dT/dm)V is the slope of the 
molar TBP curve of the vapor product in equilibrium with the liq-
uid, both slopes measured at the same temperature. 
This method of computing K values is well suited for complex 
mixtures, since only point values are needed. For component mix-
tures which yield plateaus in the TBP curve s , the tempera tures 
shou1d be chosen to intersect the steeper portions of the curve s 
between plateaus . This d isadvantage may be surmounted by using 
the ratio of differences method. The coordinates of the curve at 
mid-points between the se lected temperatures are de termined and 
the r atio of the differences between these values used instead of 
the r atio of the slopes at the point of intersection with the 
temperature . Then 
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(AT/tun)L 
K = (AT/tun)V (7) 
A modification of this equation uses volumetric TBP curves and 
molar volumes ( 15). 
(AT/A volume per cent)V {m/G\ 
K = (AT/6 volume cent)L {m/G)v (8) per 
where: m/G is moles per gallon of the fracti on. 
Computer Program for Processing Data 
The first step in the calcula tion of K values was the con-
version of the volumetric TBP curves to molar TBP curves. The 
calculations involved were sufficiently lengthy and tedious to 
require a check calculation. A Fortran program was written for 
t h e IBM 650 to reduce the amount of time re quired fo r these cal-
cula tions, and to improve the ~ccuracy of the results. 
' .' '~ . 
As described in the preceding section, small cuts of five 
volume per cent were taken during the analytical distillat ion and 
analyzed for weight, specific gravity, and f reezing point depres-
sion. The program calculated the weight of each cut, the molecu-
lar weight, and the cumulative mole fraction. 
Input data for the program consisted of initial boiling point 
and the s pecific gravity of benzene determined at the s ame time 
the specific gravities of the samples were measured, and, for each 
cut, t he end point, t he weight of the s a mp le bottle, the weight of 
bottle and sample, the depression in freezing point, and th~ spe-
cific gravity. 
Output cards from this program listed the initial boiling 
point, the total number of moles, and, for each cut, the end 
point, weight of t he cut, the factor 51.2 Ps/Pb, the molecular 
weight of the cut, the number of moles in the sample, and the 
cumulative mole fraction. From this information the molar TBP 
curve was constructed. 
Method of Calculating K Values 
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The curves for the feed and the equilibrium vapor and liquid 
products were all drawn on the same graph. The temperatures used 
to identify the pseudo-components were selected, and the slopes 
of t h e vapor and liquid curves determined at the intersection with 
these temperature values. The ratio of (dT/dm)L/(dT/dm)y, the 
vapor-liquid equilibrium constant, so calculated, is valid for t he 
pseudo-component identified by the temperature, at the conditions 
of the e quilibrium flash. 
Temperatures for identifying hypothetica l components in K 
value evaluation were selected in 10 degree increments throughout 
the boiling range of the material. Slopes were determined by the 
mirror method; a polished metal mirror was placed normal to the 
curve a t the point of intersection with the desired temperature, 
and the mirror adjusted so the curve and the image f ormed a smooth, 
continuous line. The edge of the mirror thus gave the normal to 
t he curve at that point; ~x and ~y were easily found by counting 
the lines and the slope of the curve then calcula ted from ~y/~. 
For comparison, K values were also calculated by the ratio 
of differences method. The values of the curve were found at mid-
points between the identifying tempera tures and K ratios found by 
the ratios of the differences for the values on either side of the 
i dentifying temperature. 
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The values of the mole fractions of the feed TBP curve were 
found where it intersected the selected temperatures; equilibrium 
constants and corresponding feed mole fractions were used as 
input data for the equilibrium flash vaporization computer program 
described in the next chapter .. The vapor-liquid ratio was cal-
culated from this program and compared with that obtained experi-
mentally. The program also computed points for the TBP curves of 
the products of the equilibrium flash, which were plotted and 
compared with those curves actually obtained~ In this way the 
accuracy of the calculated results was checked. This method is 
preferable to comparison with vapor pressure K values because of 
the presence of many types of compounds which would not necessar-
ily give ideal vapor pressures. 
The digital computer was not used to calculate the slopes 
of the curves and the equilibrium constants because of the dif-
ficulty of fitting a curve to the data points. A program was 
written which attempted to fit a curve to a relatively smooth set 
of points, but the results of the curve fit were not satisfactory@ 
For this reason the decision was made to determine the slopes by 
hand; the use of hand calculations also gave the advantage of more 
freedom in selection of the temperatures used to identify the 
pseudo-components. 
CHAPTER V 
APPLICATION OF THE INTEGRAL TECHNIQUE 
The principle underlying the integral technique was first 
published in 1933 (31). Harbert (27, 28) presented modifications 
of this principle which utilized a differential technique in 
distillation calculations for complex petroleum fractions. Vari-
ous applications of the. integral technique were presented, but 
were generally extremely difficult to use (4, 5, 6 1 18, 19). In 
1955 Edmister (13) presented an application of the integral 
technique to three types of calculations: equilibrium flash 
vaporization; bubble and dew points; and fractional distillation. 
Later, a batch distillation calculation was added (16). 
The integral .technique is particularly suited to calcula-
tions for complex mixtures because it does not require knowl.edge 
of the components. It also may be applied to a mixture contain-
ing one component or more in sufficient quantity to give a plateau 
in the distillation curve. 
· ·Amir-Yeganeh (1) presented a comprehensive discussion of the 
integral technique and its theoretical concepts; this work deils 
with the application of the technique. In this work, programs 
were written for the IBM 650 computer which do the three types of 
calculations shown by Edmister in 1955. The same m~thod of cal-
culation was used; the integ:,:-ated form of the Lagrange 
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interpolation equation was us•d to integrate the curve (46). 
Combined Program 
This program combines the equilibrium flash vaporization and 
the bubble and dew point calculations; _.the program will do either 
or both by the use of one of three control cards. A block diagram 
of the program is given in Figure 9. 
A sufficient number of K values at isobaric conditions are 
required to permit-making a quartic curve fit for the bubble point -
dew point part of the program. The resulting empirical equation is 
, T T2 T3 T4 log K =A+ B(100) + C(100) + D(100) + E(100) (9) 
where: Tis in °R. 
The five constants thus obtained are input data for the program. 
The equilibrium flash vaporization program requires only the K 
value - feed mole fraction relationship and other miscellaneous 
data to calculate the vapor - liquid r~tio and the points for the 
TBP curves of the equilibrium vapor and liquid products. 
The calculations are based upon the integrated form of the 
Lagrange interpolation equation to find the area under the curve. 
_The accuracy of the results depends on the smoothness of the curve 
and the selection of sufficient input values to describe the curve 
accurately. 
The equations used in the integral technique are completely 
analogous to the distillalion calculation equations for component 
mixtures. The equilibrium flash vaporization (EFV) part of the 
program is a trial and error solut1on to find the vapor - liquid 
ratio. 
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Calculate "x'' terms in 
integrated Lagrange equation 
- Calculate 1 1/f = KV/L + 1 
! 11.0 
'n 1/f dm., 
•• 
Check V/L if within limits 
-( +o.ool) 
if not within 
, limits 
- J Use computed V/L I 
I Find points on product TBP curves J..::: 
I Print final data for EFV calculations I 
Start here for bubble 
-
Stop here for 
-
point - dew point only 
1' 
EFV only 
-
Compute K 
- (Based upon assumed Tun) 
IV 
Calculate 11.0 o K dmf 
Compare with 1.00 if within limits 
(+0.001) 
if not within 
,1, limits 
L-- i Assume new TBP 
Print TBP' K, and mf l:::. 
t 
Figure 9. Block Diagram of Combined Program 
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IV 
Compute 1/K 
(Based upon assumed TDP) 
.. 
11.0 
Find O 1/K dmf 
Compare with 1.00 if within limits 
(:!:_0.001) 
if not within 
limits 
~ I Assume new 'rop j 
I Print TDP' 1/K, and mf L ,~ 
~ 
I Stop I 
Figure 9. Block Diagram of Combined Program (Cont.) 
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A value of V/L is assumed, 1/f = 1 +lKV/L is calculated, and 
the curve of 1/f versus mf integrated to find L/Fe V/L is found 
from the relationship V/L = 1 t/~/F. If the calculated V/L is 
not within 0.001 of the assumed V/L, the calculated V/L is used 
as the new assumed value and the calculation repeated until agree-
ment is reached. 
For the bubble point calculation, a temperature is assumed 
and the values of K found by equation 9; the area under the curve 
K vs. mf is calculated to satisfy the condition 
within an agreement of ,:tO.OOL The value of the assumed tempera-
ture is corrected until equation 10 is satisfied. The temperature 
which satisfies this condition is punched with the K values which 
were calculated. 
For the dew point calculation, a temperature is assumed and 
values of K calculated as before; the area under the curve 1/K vs .. 
mf is found to satisfy the condition 
(11) 
within .:!;,0.001. Again, the temperature and values of 1/K are 
punched. 
Control cards are used to permit the calculation of EFV, 
dew point - bubble point, or both. 'fhe program vdll take up to 
19 input data points, but there must be an odd number. 
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Input data are mole fraction of the feed curve and corre-
sponding equilibrium constant; the constants for equation 9; the 
first estimate of the bubble point temperature, 0 R, divided by 
100; the first estimate of the dew point temperature, 0 R, divided 
by 100; the number of input data points; and the first estimate 
of the V/L ratio. 
Output data from the EFV calculation are 
lo V/L 
2,. Difference between V/L assumed and V/L calculated 
3. Lmf 1/f dmf 
4 • lmf v/f dmf 
. fomf 1/f dmf 
5. L/F 
6. 
Lmf v/f dmf 
V/F 
8. 1/f 
Output data from the bubble point - dew point calculation are 
I. TBp/100 
2e Difference between TBP/100 assumed and calculated 
3 .. K VSo mf 
49 TDP/100 
5. Difference between TDp/100 assumed and calculated 
6. 1/K vs. mf 
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Irractional Distillation Program 
This program was v11ritten to calculate the points necessary 
to construct TBP curves of the product streams of a simple dis-
tillation column with no side streams. The number of trays, and 
tray temperatures and vapor and liquid loadings must be known., 
In this respect the program is limited, but the method is demon-
strated and a more practical program is feasible. A block diagram 
of the program is shown in li'igure 10 .. 
This program also used the integrated form of the Lagrange 
interpolation equation to calculate the area under the curves, 
and requires an odd number of input data points., The calculation 
is based upon the absorption factor - stripping factor method 
(14). The program will handle up to 19 pseudo-components and 
up to 15 plates above and below the feed, including the reboiler 
and a partial condenser. The use of a total condenser with reflux 
permits an additional plate above the feed. 
Since temperatures and vapor and liquid loadings are known, 
the program is a straight forward calculation. V/L ratios are 
calculated, K values found by equation 9, and values of absorp-
tion or stripping factors calculated for each pseudo-component on 
each tray@ The absorption factor is A= L/KV, and the stripping 
factor is S = KV/L. From these calculations 11/d and vh/b may 
be found where 
lk/d = R Ak 1\:-1···A1 + Ak ~.-l"uAl + 1\-1···A1 +a .. + Al (12) 
and 
vh/b = sh sh-1···s1 + sh-1 s11-2···s1 + sh-2···s1.+ ••• + sl (13) 
Calculate "x 11 terms in 
integrated Lagrange equation 
Calculate V/L for each tray 
Find K for each component, each tray 
Calculate d/f 
Find D/F, B/F, 
D/F B/F 
Print answers 
Figure 10. Block Diagram of Fractional Distillation Program 
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Plates are numbered from the feed zone toward the terminals~ Then, 
by material balance, 
d/f (14) 
The curve d/f vs. mf is integrated to find D/F, and B/F is found 
by difference. The points on the product TBP curves are then 
given by and 
D/F 
Input data for the program are mole fraction of the feed curve, 
constants for equation 9, the number of input data points, the num-
ber of plates above the feed, the number of plates below the feed, 
tray temperatures, vapor and liquid loadings, and reflux rate. 
Output data for the program are 
1. K vs. mf for each plate 
2. D/F 
3. B/F 
4. 
Lmf d/f dmf 
D/F 
5. 
lmf b/f dmf 
B/F 
6. d/f 
CHAPTER VI 
EXPERIMENTAL DIFFICULTIES 
Some of .the laboratory problems encountered in this study are 
of such unusual and interesting nature that a brief discussion is 
presented for the benefit of anyone doing a similar work. The par-
ticular areas are discussed in the order of their encounter in the 
experimental procedure. 
Equilibrium Flash Vaporization 
The Othmer vapor-recirculating equilibrium still was modified 
for use in this study. The modification permitted close control 
of the vapor-liquid ratio and the collection of larger sample 
sizes than Othmer's design yielded (41). 
The still, as modified, contained ten stopcocks, five ball 
and socket joints, and two standard taper joints, exclusive of the 
vacuum system. The amount of air leakage under conditions of 350 
mm. Hg absolute pressure was excessive. The amount of leakage and 
loss of charge from the still was so bad that close control of the 
vapor-liquid ratio, which was the reason for eight of the stop~ 
cocks, was not achieved, because of inability to control the amount 
of sample lost in any given run. 
Leakage of the two ball joints connecting the sampling line 
to the still also caused difficulties. A leak in the condensate 
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receiver - sampling line joint permitted the formation of an ai r 
bubble in the three mm. capillary line extending downward from the 
receiver. The presence of a bubble in this line blocked the flow 
of condensate from the receiver, increasing the level of liquid in 
the receiver, and upsetting the e quilibrium conditions. This bub-
ble could be removed by allowing a pressure build up in tne mani-
fold, forcing the liquid and bubble up the tube, until the bubble 
escaped into the receiver. 
A serious leak in any of the joints or cocks below the lowest 
open stopcock permitted the formation of bubbles in the line, which 
a lso upset the equilibrium. As the bubbles flowed up the vertical 
a rm, they raise d the li quid level in the a rm, causing excessive 
flow through the stopcock. This caused the level to drop in the 
condensate receiver, chang ing the vapor-liquid ratio, and upsetting 
the equilibrium conditions. 
Even though the still was modified to yield larger samples, 
duplic a te runs were still necessary to obtain sufficient sample for 
the analyses. Two analytical columns were used in this study; the 
Oldershaw column gave a better separation but required a greater 
amount of time for the analysis . The Sarnia column did not require 
so much charge, permitting an analysis in a shorter amount of time, 
but did not give so sharp a separation. The selection of one of 
these two stills as yielding data which will produce more accurate 
K values will eliminate the necessi t y for duplicate analyses. Use 
of only the Oldershaw column will reduce the product requirement 
by 2/5. A further reduction in product amount required may be 
realized by making one analytical distillation with an accepted 
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degree of error, eliminating the duplica te distillation to check 
the temperature points. 
Analytical Distillations 
The Oldershaw column was a piece of equipment wh ich had been 
used by previ ous workers a n d gave no d iff icul ty. 
The Sarnia MK II Fractionator, on the oth er hand , was in-
stalled during this study and gave considerable difficulty of the 
type which is generally associated with any unfami liar piece of 
e qui pment. During installa tion, the thermocouple well was broken 
and a new one fabric a ted loca lly. Attempts to obtain reproducible 
volumetric TBP curves were met with disagreement of as high as 
14°F. After some time the trouble was found to be i n t h e position 
of the new thermocouple well. The tip of the well extended too 
far into the column and a li quid bridge would frequently f orm be-
tween the ti p of the well and the sta inless steel va lve rod, pro-
v iding a si nk for drawing heat away from the thermocouple. The 
tip was shortened by three mm . and no further liquid bridging was 
encountered . 
The TBP curve f rom the second run made after shortening the 
ti p of the thermocouple well d i d not agree with the results of the 
firs t run. Investigation revealed the presence of quiescent boi l -
ing, an evaporation without nucleation . This c a use d " bumping" of 
the liquid in the boiling flask, which gave erratic temperature 
readings . The presence of a magnetic stirring bar in the still 
pot did not remove this phenomenon. Thereafter, boiling chips 
were used in addition to the stirrer and the d iff i culty was not 
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again encountered. 
A sample of the charge, Hydroformer Feed, was distilled in 
a similar apparatus in the Imperial Oil, Ltd., laboratories in 
Sarnia, Ontario (9). The phenomenon of quiescent evaporation 
was again encountered. This had been experienced before, but 
generally in pure compounds, and not in a petroleum fraction con-
taining so many components. 
Molecular Weights 
The most time consuming phase of this method of obtaining 
experimental K values was the determination of molecular weightse 
Not only was the cryoscopic method long and tedious, but it proved 
to be inaccurate for the petroleum fraction investigated in this 
study. Amir-Yeganeh reported generally favorable results except 
for his Oil D which was Hydroformer Product (1). The other oils 
studied by Amir-Yeganeh were naphthas and kerosene cuts. The oil 
used in this study was Hydroformer Feed, a mixture of straight and 
branch chain saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons, with some 
ring sulfur compounds present. 
The molecular weights obtained were suspected to be inaccu-
rate from the first set determined, but Mr. Amir-Yeganeh and the 
writer were not aware of more accurate methods in general use at 
that time. For this reason the cryoscopic method was used for the 
remainder of the study. 
CHAP'rEn VII 
)RESULTS 
The purpose of this study was to select apparatus and de-
velop techniques which would yield accurate phase distribution 
ratios in a short time, to obtain such distribution ratios, and 
to us,e them in integ·ral calculational techniques~ Each of these 
three areas will be discussed in turn. 
Apparatus and Techniques 
Both equilibrium and analytical apparatus were studied. The 
modified Othmer still was found to be unsatisfactory for this 
work: the amount of product obtained in one run ,.was not sufficient 
to permit analysis; excessive leakage through the many joints pro-
hibited re1Jrodlucibili ty of the vapor-liquid ratio for successive 
runs, and allowed too great a loss of charge stock; the equilib-
rium attainment time was excessive. Modifications of this appara-
tus have been used successfully by many workers, but the perform-
ance of the particular piece of apparatus used in this work left 
much to be desired. 
A choice cannot be made betvveen the t'1No analyticri.l columns 
because the K values obtainr,,d from both columns are not suffi-
ciently accurate to justify a choice. 'l'he Oldershaw column gave 
better resolution, but required more sample and hence longer time 
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than the Sarnia Fractionator. The Sarnia column did not have so 
many plates and required smaller charge, giving a shorter time 
for an analysis, but did not yield comparable resolution. 
The cryoscopic method used for determining molecular weights 
of the TBP cuts was not satisfactory. Comparative cryoscopie 
analyses were made by another laboratory o:n one set of samples, 
and showed. accurate values of molecular weight for only 50 per 
cent of the samples tested. These data a.re shown in Table II. 
TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL MOLECULAR WEIGHTS 
Cuts from Sarnia analysis of eqµilibrium liquid produdt. 
* 
Cryoscopic Cryoscopic 
Molecular Weight Molecular Weight Vapor Density 
Sample (This laboratory) (Another laboratory)* Molecular Weight 
B 90.8 112.0 102.3 
v1 91.4 104.7 98.3 
Ll 94.3 100.4 106.0 
101 86.0 92.6 84.2 
109 84.3 92.4 94.7 
116 91:3 
'L 103.6 105.4 
118 88.4 104.4 109.0 
144 90.0 110.2 110.1 
Continental Oil Company, Research and Development Laboratory, 
Ponca City, Oklahoma 
Two other methods of molecular weight determination were 
given cursory examination. 'fhe use of an application of the 
Victor Meyer principle of vapor density gave the most accurate 
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results for the s amples analyzed, in the range 85 to 110 MW . 
This principle is limited by insufficient vapor pressure of 
samples in the range 180 MW. Above this range the Mechrolab 
Osmometer may be reliable. Since the Osmometer works on the same 
principle as cryoscopy, it might not be reliable for highly non-
ideal solutions, as were apparently encountered in this work. 
The Osmometer is limited in the lower range of about 180 MW by 
the solute vapor pressure to solvent vapor pressure ratio. 
The specific gravities and weighings obtained in this work 
were of sufficient accuracy. Any greater accuracy would require 
an excessive amount of time. 
Phase Distribution Ratios 
Phase distribution ratios were obtained from TBP curves 
from both the Sarnia and Oldershaw analytical columns. The feed 
and product curves for each column were drawn on one plot and K 
values obtained by both the ratio of slopes and the ratio of 
differences methods. The first set of K values was obta ined from 
curves which were drawn directly through the data points. These 
values are shown in Table III. A second set of K ratios was ob-
tained front smoothed curves which were drawn within+ 3°F of the 
data points. These values are shown in Table IV. 
Each set of phase distribution ratios was plotted as log K 
vs .. T , and the best straight line · drawn through the points. 
K values were obtained from thes~ plots by reading the intersec-
tion of the temperature of the data point with this straight 
line. 
Temp., °F 
155 
165 
175 
185 
195 
205 
215 
225 
235 
245 
255 
265 
278 
TABLE III 
CO:MPARISON OF K VALUES FROM TBP ANALYSES 
Data From Oldershaw Analytical Column Data From Sarnia Analytical Column 
Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of 
Slopes Method Differences Method Slopes Method Differences Method 
6.33 4.07 6.90 7.25 
1.778 1.81 2.27 3.13 
2.49 2.74 10.00 8.08 
1.81· 1.96 5.77 6.73 
0.679 1.306 0.980 0.923 
l.503 0.918 2.66 1.667 
1.080 1.665 0.831 0.843 
1.144 0.947 1.070 1.030 
0.522 0.555 0.375 o.579 
1.025 0.707 1.025 0.778 
0.401 0.402 0.445 0.392 
0.667 0.698 0.330 0.310 
0.164 0.231 0.335 0.313 
""3 
~· 
Temp., OF 
155 
165 
175, 
185 
195 
205 
215 
225 
235 
245 
255 
265 
278 
TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF K VALUES FROM SMOOTHED TBP ANALYSES 
Smoothed Data li'rom Smoothed Data From 
Oldershaw Analytical Column Sarnia Analytical Column 
Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of 
Slopes Method Differences Method Slopes Method Differences Method 
2.325 3.00 9.75 7.00 
1.706 1.693 5.10 5.60 
2.770 2.610 10.69 9.78 
1.904 1.936 5.76 4.10 
1.250 1.287 0.962 0.992 
1.228 1.027 2.06 1.576 
1.335 1.546 0.734 o.sso 
0.603 0.829 1.092 0.934 
0.748 0.728 0.590 0.653 
0.110 0.577 0.755 0.699 
o.584 0.530 0.432 0.415 
0.404 0.780 0.349 0.340 
0.168 0.335 0.224 0.285 
"'-l 
('JI 
One line was drawn for the plots of both the ratio of 
slopes and the ratio of differences methods. Data from Sarnia 
analyses gave higher K ratios at the lower boiling end, with 
K decreasing more rapidly with temperature than for the Older-
shaw data, to give approximately equal values from both ana-
lytical columns at the higher boiling end of the feed. 
All sets of K values were used in the equilibrium flash 
vaporization calculation program to check agreement of cal-
culated and experimental results. 
The inaccuracies of determining the K values by the 
ratio of slopes were investigated. The inaccuracy of !3°F 
which was accept~d .for the analytical distillations yielded 
differences in the value of the K ratios ranging from -600 
to +600 per cent of the values reported. This was determined 
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by replotting the points with the error of 3° applied, and find -
ing the K values from this plot. This shows that accurate 
temperature measurement is very critical. 
The effect of the inaccurate molecular weights used in 
calculating mole fraction was investigated by calculating 
the mole fraction using molecular weights interpolated from 
a plot of the vapor density molecular weights. TBP curves 
were drawn using these mole fractions, and K values found from 
these TBP curves. The resulting K values differed from those 
reported by -34.1 to +186 per cent. 
Integral Calculations 
Two e quilibr ium flash vaporization calculations were made 
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with the computer program when first written to check the r e-
sults with those obtained by other means. Comparisons of V/L 
ratios for computer, hand, and planimeter solutions for two sets 
of input data are shown in Tables V and VI. A sample fractional 
distillation calculation is shown in Table VII. 
Equilibrium flash vaporization calculatione were made 
with the K ratios obtained in this work. The results of all 
calculations are shown in Appendix B. Vapor-liquid ratios 
were calculated for comp_arison with the experimental vapor-liquid 
ratio; the points for the product TBP curves were calculated and 
compared with the results obtained experimentally. No good 
checks were obtained. 
A program was written to find the line on th~ log K vs. 
T plot tha t · would sati s fy the . experimental vapo:z:--li qui_d 
ratio and simulate the product TBP curves. This program needs 
minor alterations to perform satisfactorily. 
The over all results of this work are not encouraging, but 
the same approach has yielded successful results in. the past 
(1). Additional work needs to be done in the selection of 
apparatus, particularly for the determination of molecular 
weights. 
TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF HAND AND COMPUTER RESULTS, EFV CALCULATION I 
Data from "Applied Hydrocarbon Thermodynamics~" Chapter 14 (16) 
V/L assumed= 3.23 
K mf KV/L + l 1/f Mean 1/f Increment Cumulative 
7 .. 4 o.o 25.0 0.040 0.056 o.o o.o Bi hand calculation 4 .. 0 0.14 13.95 0.072 0.0975 0.0078 0.0078 1-0.2405 2.2 0.38 8.11 0.123 0.1575 0.0234 0.0312 V/L = 0.2405 = 3.16 1.3 0.62 5.20· 0.192 0.268 0.0378 0.0690 0 .. 59 0.78 2.91 0.344 0.426 0.0429 0.1119 Bi :elanimeter 0.30 0.87 1.969 0.508 0.0383 0.1502 
0.14 0.93 1.452 0.688 o.sss 0.0359 0.1861 1.0 
0.064 0.97 1.207 0.828 0.758 0.0303 0.2154· 1/f dmf = 0.2347 
0.027 1.00 1.087 0.920 0.804 0.0241 0.2405 0 
V/L = 3 .. 26 
Bx_ IBM 650 
V/L = 3.19 
-.J 
a., 
TABLE VI 
COMPARISON OF HAND AND COMPUTER RESULTS, EFV CALCULATION II 
Data from Thiele and Geddes (49) 
V/L assumed= 2.468 
K 
217 
84.2 
42.9 
40.2 
21.7 
9.67 
4.77 
2.57 
L38 
0.760 
0.492 
0.337 
0.238 
0.172 
0.132 
0.095 
0.0684 
0.0427 
0.0240 
rnf 
o.o 
0.03 
0.054 
0.11::; 
0.184 
0.271 
0.378 
0.481 
0.566 
0.644 
0.699 
0.751 
0.808 
0.854 
0.898 
0.937 
0.968 
o.994 
1.000 
KV/L + l 
536 
209.3 
107.1 
100.1 
54.5 
24~95 
12.8 
7.35 
4.41 
2.88 
2.22 
1.832 
1.588 
1.425 
1.326 
1.235 
1.169 
1.105 
1.059 
1/f 
0.002 
0.005 
0.009 
0.010 
0.018 
0.040 
0.078 
0.136 
0.227 
0.347 
0.450 
0.545 
0.630 
0.102 
0.755 
0.810 
0.855 
0.905 
0.945 
Mean 1/f Increment Cumulative 
0.0035 
0.007 
0;0095 
0.014 
0.029 
0.059 
0.107 
0.1815 
0.2870 
0.3985 
0.4975 
o.5875 
0.6660 
o.12ss 
0.7825 
0.8325 
0.880 
0.925 
o.o 
0;00010 
0.00017 
0.00047 
0.001 
0.00254 
0.00632 
0.0110 
0.0154 
0.0224 
0.0219. 
0.0259 
0.0335 
0.0306 
0.0321 
0.0305 
0.0258 
0.0229 
0.0056 
o.o 
0.00010 
0.00027 
0.00074 
0.00174 
0.00428 
0.0106 
0.0216 
0.0370 
0.0594 
0.0813 
0.1072 
0.1407 
0.1713 
0.2034 
0.2339 
0.2597 
0.2882 
0.2882 
By hand calculation 
I l-0. 2882 V L = 0.2882 = 2.47 
By planimeter 
1.0 
0 
1/f dmf = 0.285 
V/L = 2.51 
By IBM 650 
V/L = 2.51 
"1 
© 
TABLE VII 
.. COMPARISON OF HAND AND COMPUTER RESUL'rs, FRACTIONAL DISTILLATION CALCULATION 
Data from Thiele and Geddes (49) 
Component 
•R ~ ..£L _il!L ....22L_ ~ ..1!L ..2.2§.._ ...§.QQ_ ~ ....§§_ ._§,IL _§2JL.. --21.L ...lli!L .J!2Z._ ....l!Z.L ....!QQZ_ 
mr o.o 0.054 0.113 0.184 0.378 0.481 0.566 0.644 0.699 0.751 0.808 0.854 0.898 0.937 0.968 0.994 1:00. 
·Re~ T = 435°F L·= 196 V = 1079 V/L "' 5.5 
K 341 80;4 71.4 41.3 14.85 8.58 5.18 3.26 2.25 1.70 1.315 1.00 0.79 0.616 0.479 0.329 0.212 
K calculated .373.3 1;!0.3 71.0 40.9 15.0 8.45 5,10 3.19 2.19 1.67 1.29 0.985 0.770 0.600 0.468 o.325 0.205 
S0 =-KV/L 1876 442 393 227 82.8- 47.2 28.5 17.9 12.38 9.35 7_.09 5.42 4.25 3.39 2.6_3 I.81 1.166 
Fiate 1 T = 265°F L- = 1275 V = 818 V/L = 0.642 
K 259 56.;l 47.7 27 •. 2 7.63 4.24 2.40 1.395. 0:934 0.667 0.486 0.362 0.281 0.210 0,1565· 0.102 0.0605 
K calculated 261.4 56.1 47.4 27.2 7.56 4.26 2.41 1.41 0. 943 0.672 0.489 0.361 0.282 0.211 0.157 0.102 0.0605 
s1 = KV/L 166 36.1 30.6 17.46 1·.854 2.72 1.541 . 0.896 0.60 0.428 0.314 0.232 0.180 . 0.135 0.1005 0.0655 · 0.0388 
~ T = 355°F L = 208 V = 822 L/V = 0.253 
K 251 53."2 44 .3 25.5 6.85 3.80 2.14 1.22 0.815 0.575 0.414 0.308 0.235 0.174 0:130 0.084 0.0486 
K calculated 250.8 52.·9 44.4 25.4 6.74 3.81 2.14 1.2·3 0.-820 0.580 0.418 0.307 0.239 0.178 0.132 0.085. 0.050 
A2 =L/KV 0.001 0.0047 0.0057 0.0099 0.0375 0.0666 0.1182 0.207 0.310 0.440. 0.605 0.825 1.077 1.454 1.946 3.01 5_.21 
Plate 3 T = 322°F L = 212 V = 822 L/V = 0.258 
K 317 42.9 35.0 20.0 4.77 2.57 · 1.38 0.76 0.492 0.337 0.238 0.172 0.132 0.095 0.068 0.0427. 0.024 
K calculated· 216 42.8 35.1 20.0 4.47 2.55 1.38 0.76 0.500 0.340 0.237 0.170 0.132 0.097 0.070 0.043 0.024 
A3 = L/KV 0.0012 0.0060 0.0074 0.0129 0.0577 0.1004 0.187 <i.339 0-:-524 0.766 1.089 1.518 1.955 2.716 3.77 6.04 10.75 
Enrichin·11, with reflux R = 0.3475 
A2L!+A3 (1_+R)_/ = 
lk/d 0.0010 0.0048 0.0058 0.0101 0.0404 . 0.0756 0.1480 0.3016' 0.5289 0.894 i.493 2.513 3.91 6.78 11.84 27.51. 80.70· 
s 1 (S 0 +l) = vh/b 311,600 15,990 12,060 3981 407 131 45.5 16.93 8.03 4.43 2.54 1.489 0.965 0.593 0.365 0.1841 0,084 
d/f = 
vh/b 
0,99999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9975 0.9924 0.976 o._943 0.840 .0.701 0.505 0.2977 0,164 0.0708 0.0276 0.0065 o._0010 
v1/b+lk/d+l 
d/f -(computer) } .000 -0.9999 Q.9999 0.9997 0.9975 0.9918 0.-975 0.930 0.843 · 0.713 0,529 0.3263 0.1867_ 0.0861 O;Q346 0.0084 0.0014 
a, 
0 
.,, 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. The modified Othmer vapor-recirculating equilibrium still 
used in this work was not satisfactory because of insufficient 
product yield, excessive equilibrium attainment time, and 
excessive leakag.e around the joints under moderate vacuum 
conditions. 
2. There is excessive material loss from both the Oldershaw and 
Sarnia analytical columns even when operating with Teflon 
rings in the ball joints and a dry-ice trap on the overhead 
condensero 
3. The TBP curves and range of values in the K ratios obtained 
from the Sarnia analyses indicate that this column probably 
does not give sufficiently good resolution for K value 
determinationo 
4. The cryoscopic method of determining molecular weights is not 
accurate for the oil investigated in this work. Comparison 
of results obtained in this study with results obtained by 
another laboratory on the same samples indicate that part of 
the error is caused by a physical property of the oil. 
5. The K values obtained in this investigation are not accurate: 
the calculated vapor-liquid flash ratio does not check the 
experimental vapor-liquid ratio and the calculated product 
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TBP curves points do not agree with the experimental TBP 
curves. 
6. The calculational technique employed in the computer program 
yields accurate results, compared with hand and planimeter 
solutions for the same input data. 
CHAPTER IX 
SUGGES'FIONS l<'OR FU'rlJRE WORK 
Toward the conclusion of this work many problems arose which 
have not been fully solved. Steps have been taken to obtain an-
swers to most of these problems, but others have not yet been 
studied. This study served the purpose of calling attention to 
some of these problems, which others are now investigating. Each 
step in the determination of K values will be considered separately. 
Equilibrium Flash Vaporization 
As previously mentioned, the modified Othmer still used in 
this work was not acceptable because of excessive leakage under 
moderate vacuum, the limitation of product volume, and the amount 
of time required to come to equilibrium. Amir-Yeganeh presented 
two equilibrium vaporization stills which proved to be more satis-
factory for equilibrium operation than the Othmer still (1). The 
apparatus he described were flow stills, overcoming the limitation 
of product size; they were also of simple construction, elimina-
ting many joints. His evaluations were performed using binaries 
to determine operating conditions to produce equilibrium conditions, 
then running petroleum fractions through' the three apparatus and 
comparing the results. 
The criteria for equilibrium of heavy hydrocarbon systems 
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need to be defined in a more practic al manner. Some quick, sim-
ple, efficient test must be devised to permit ascerta ining with 
a high degree of certainty the attainment of equilibrium in a 
system. Previous practice has been to study the equipment using 
a binary mixture for which experimental data are available, and 
generalize the results to a pp ly to the heavier, more complex 
mixtures. This does not always produce accura te results. 
Amir-Yeganeh designed his equipment to produce a great 
amount of contactih g between vapor and liquid in the flash cham-
ber. Partially vaporized feed is passed through sintered glass 
tubes to be dispersed into fine bubbles upon entering t he flash 
chamber. These bubbles must then rise through a controlled head 
of liquid before the vapor escapes from the flash chamber . The 
adequacy of this practice is not certain. 
There is also the possibility of reflux in his thermostatic 
apparatus. Vapor must travel a d istance of 15 inches upward 
through a tubular extension of the flash chamber before leaving 
the still. Any small temperature deviat ion will permit reflux, 
giving products which are n ot in e quilibrium. This should be 
investigated. 
Analytical Distillations 
One of the purposes of this work was to recommend one of two 
analytica l distilla tion columns as yielding curves form which more 
accura te K v a lues could be calcula ted. Because of the uncerta in 
results obtained in this work, this recommendation cannot be made. 
Other workers a r e i nvestigating the prob lem and should rea ch a 
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conclusion very shortly. The selection of one of these two col-
umns will give an indication of the degree of compromise possible 
between speed and accuracy. 
The analytical distillation apparatus did not perform so sat-
isfactorily as expected. Weight recovery ran in the order of 98 
to 99 per cent; in most laboratories the minimum acceptable re-
covery is 99.5 weight per cent. The addition of a dry ice trap 
and the use of teflon rings instead of grease in the ball . joints 
helped increase the recovery, but not appreciably. The source 
of error in these columns must be located. 
Molecular Weights 
Perhaps the most challenging area to be investigated is the 
determination of the proper techni que and equipment to give ac-
curate molecular weights. As previously mentioned, t h is is the 
most unreliable part of this work. 
The existence and satisfactory use of a Mechrolab Model 301 
Vapor Pressure Osmometer was made known and investigated (9). 
Reproducible results were reported for molecular weights in the 
range of interest for an instrument being used in a physiological 
applica tion with an aqueous solvent (25). Those instruments 
which were being used with an organic solvent were not yielding 
accurate results below the range 180 to 200 MW (3, 26). 
The Osmometer operates on the principle of vapor pressure 
reduct i on of a s olvent by the addition of a small a mount of sol-
ute. The reduction in vapor pressure causes a change in the r a te 
of eva poration from or condensation upon two matched thermistors 
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in a . chamber filled with vap or saturated with solvent. The dif-
ferential r a tes of mas s tra nsfer, by the heat of vaporization, 
cause a d ifference in temperature between the thermistors. This 
causes an upset of an electrical bridge, in proportion to the mo-
larity of the solution. The instrument may be easily calibrated 
for the selected solvent, and the molecular weight of the unknown 
read from the c a libration curve, thereafter. 
The limitation of accuracy is the ratio of the vapor pressure 
of the solute to the s olvent (36). Thus, if t he v a p or pressure 
of the solvent at the conditions of the determina tion were 100 
times as great as the v apor pressure of the solute , the error 
would be one per c ent. The high vapor pressure of the low mo-
lecular weight hydrocarbons prohibited accura te determinations 
with the solvents and under the cond itions t hen being used. 
This limitation o f the Osmometer is being investigated. Con-
siderab le research has been done to find t h e most effective sol-
vents (30). A lower chamber temperature wil l be used to per mit 
the use of a more volatile so lvent. This will decrease the vapor 
pressure ratio and should low~r. the present limit of accuracy. 
This study will probably be completed in the Fall of 1962. 
Another method of determination which is reliable for molec-
ular weights up to approximately 180 is an applica tion of the 
Victor Meyer principle of vapor densities (7, 11). This method 
yields results which agree within three to four MW wi th values 
obtained by reliable cryoscopic methods in the range 125 MW (7). 
Table VIII shows a comparison of molecular .weights obtained in 
t his manner with t h ose obta ined by the cryoscopic method of this 
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study. 
In this application of the Victor Meyer principle, a known 
amount of sample is vaporized in a constant temperature chamber 
at reduced pressure. The change in pressure is measured and 
applied to the ideal gas law to determine the number of moles of 
sample vaporized. The molecular weight can then be determined. 
TABLE VIII 
COMPARISON 01'' CRYOSCOPIC AND VAPOR 
DENSITY MOLECULAR WEIGHTS 
Cuts from Sarnia analysis of equilibrium liquid product 
OF Cryoscopic Vapor Density Temp. 2 Volume % Molecular Weight Molecular Weight 
160 IP 
178 2.0 86.0 84.6 
190 4.0 89.8 89.7 
191 6.0 82.0 93.8 
193 s.o 83.8 91.7 
194 10.0 88.6 91.3 
198 15.0 86.0 93.1 
202 20.0 82.4 94.3 
206 25.0 89.9 94.9 
211 30.4 84.3 98.1 
215 35.4 85.9 97 .. 5 
220 40.4 87.7 98.1 
227 45.2 87.8 99.5 
234 50.2 88.5 102.1 
235 55.0 93.9 101.4 
242 60.0 92.4 103.7 
248 65.0 96.9 105.4 
251 70.0 91.3 108.7 
255 75.0 88.4 108.2 
259 80.4 91.4 110.8 
264 85.0 87.8 112.2 
269 90.0 90.6 110.4 
275 95.0 90.0 111.7 
The method is limited by the vapor pressure which can be 
obtained from the sample at the temperature of the chamber. The 
upper temperature is limited by the difficulty of constructing 
a pressure measuring diaphragm which will be linear over the 
operating pressure encountered at higher temperatures. 
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The physical properties of the petroleum fraction used in 
this work need to be studied to isolate the cause of error in the 
cryoscopic determinations. The occurence of association could 
be checked by determining molecular weights by the cryoscopic 
method using two solvents of radically different dielectric 
constants. This investigation is planned. 
K Values 
A consideration which may be most promising is the elimi-
nation of the necessity for determining the molecular weight of 
each individual cut. Harbert showed by application of the chain 
rule that the change of the number of moles with respect totem-
perature is equal to the ,change in the volume with tempera.ture 
times the molar volume (27). .Edmister also mentioned this in his 
presentation of the integral technique (15). Amir-Yeganeh has 
proposed that the molar volume of each cut is not necessary, but 
that K values may be obtained by multiplying the ratio of slopes 
of the volumetric TBP curves by the ratio of the molar volumes of 
the bulk equilibrium products (1). He presents a mathematical 
derivation to support this method, based u11on the assumption of 
equal molar volumes in the equilibrium vapor and liquid, for cuts 
taken over the same temperature range. 
If the ratio of the molar volumes of the two bulk equilib-
rium products is sufficient for the entire boiling range of the 
products, th1ti ratios of the incremental molar volumes obtained 
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for cuts of the same boiling range must be constant and equal to 
the bulk ratio. This was checked using the inaccurate cryoscopic 
data •. Table IX shows the results. The deviation was found to be 
0.035. This would yield K values which are more accurate than 
those presently being reported for heavy hydrocarbon systems. 
This area is being rechecked using molar volumes obtained by the 
vapor density method. 
TABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF RATIOS OF MOLAR VOLUMES FOR CUTS FROM 
OLDERSHAW DISTILLATIONS USING CRYOSCOPIC METHOD 
Temp.,. °F 
165 
185 
190 
196 
201 
206 
210 
214 
219 
234 
243 
246 
253 
257 
Average ratio 1.006 
Standard deviation 0.035 
Ratio of 
Molar Volumes 
1.02 
0.96 
1.00 
0.98 
1.07 
1.03 
1.04 
1.02 
1.00 
0.96 
1.06 
0.98 
0.99 
0.98 
Some work has been done to obtain K values from gas chroma-
tography (35). Additional work is planned in this area. 
Solution of the problems just delineated will permit the pub-
lication of a guide to easy, fast, accurate, low cost K value de-
terminations. When this is accomplished the next step will be 
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the use of these K values in more sophisticated computer programs 
utilizing the integral technique. Work is now planned which will 
include the development of computer programs using the integral 
technique which can be used for design, 1Jrocess control, and pro-
cess evaluation. The results from these programs will be com-
pared with the streams from an existing column. 
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TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF VAPOR-LIQUID RATIOS FOR 
OTHMER EQUILIBRIUM VAPORIZATIONS 
T = 177°F p = 350 mm. Hg absolute e e 
Run No. Vapor, gm. Liquid, gm. V/L Loss, gm. Loss,% 
29 413 549 0.811 14.7 1.51 
::n 414 .530 0.841 33.0 3.40 
32 406 541 0.808 21.0 2.17 
33 411 544 0.815 21.0 2.15 
Blended 
Products 1644 2.64 0.819 
Molecular 
Weight 98.3 106.0 
Peak, 
M!!!.:__ 1 2 
1.7 0.384 0.392 
2.0 0.071 0.083 
2.5 0.538 0.545 
2.7 0.346 0.362 
3.3 1.000 1.000 
4.9 0.506 0.505 
6.4 0.107 0.120 
7.2 0.103 0.110 
8.2 0.015 0.025 
10.6 0.007 0.014 
15.0 0.041 0.049. 
29.1 
---
0.002 
32.l 
---
0.011 
TABLE XI 
REPRODUCIBILITY CHECK FOR GAS CHROMATOGRAPH 
3 4 5 6 7 8 
0.382 0.390 0.391 0.383 0.383 0.382 
0.079 0.081 0.083 o.oss 0.079 0.083 
o.550 0.542 0.542 o.542 0.539 o.s;;s 
0.351 0.359 0.357 0.358 0.358 0.359 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.519 0.514 0.508 0.520 0.514 0.520 
0.115 0.123 0.118 0.122 0.117 0.150 
0.109 0.113 0.113 0.119 0.112 0.127 
0.021 0.025 0.025 0.027 0.024 0.032 
0.013 0.016 0.019 0.020 0.016 0.023 
0.050 0.054 0.052 0.053 0.052 0.058 
0.000 0.002 0.000 0.007 0.002 0.002 
0.000 0.011 0.007 0.012 0.011 0.013 
Average 
0.386 
0.083 
0.542 
0.356 
1.000 
0.513 
0.122 
0.113 
0.024 
0.016 
0.051 
0.001 
0.008 
Deviation 
0.004 
0.003 
0.003 
0.004 
0.005 
0.008 
0.005 
0.003 
0.004 
0.003 
0.001 
0.003 
tO 
a) 
TABLE XII 
COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL DISTILLATIONS 
OF HYDROFORMER FEED 
Oldershaw 30 Sarnia Mark II 
Plate Column Fractionator 
Volume % Volume% 
Temp., OF Distillate Temp., OF Distillate 
155 IP 155 IP 
156 1.05 168 2.0 
158 2.15 175 4.0 
160 3.15 183 8.2 
163 4.25 184 10.0 
164 5.35 189 15.4 
173 6.85 193 20.0 
175 7.85 199 26.0 
178 9.25 203 31.2 
181 10.45 205 35.8 
188 14.45 208 40.0 
192 17.55 211 45.0 
196 22.70 215 50.0 
203 28.30 222 55.0 
207 33.50 230 60.0 
210 40.60 238 65.0 
212 45.40 244 70.0 
215 50.00 248 75.0 
219 55.05 254 80.0 
232 59.95 259 85.0 
242 65.05 266 89.0 
246 70.25 274 93.0 
250 75.20 277 95.0 
255 80.55 
260 85.40 
271 90.20 
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TABLE XIII 
OLDERSHAW ANALYSIS OF HYDROFORMER FEED 
Mole 
Volume% Specific Molecular Fraction 
Temr!. 2 OF Distillate Gravity Weight Distillate 
0.000 155 TP 0.687 85.0 0.011 156 1.05 0.697 87.4 0.022 158 2.15 0.711 88.0 0.033 160 3.15 0.728 86.1 0.044 163 4.25 0.729 84.4 0.056 164 5.35 0.746 .83.5 0.074 173 6.85 0.752 82.1 0.085 175 7.85 0.755 82 .. 6 0.102 178 9.25 0.750 83.2 0.118 181 10.45 
o.735 82.1 0.163 188 14.45 0.722 89.8 0.195 192 17.55 0.725 93.5 0.244 196 22.70 0.712 93.l 0.299 203 28.30 0.716 91.4 0.351 207 . 33 .. 50 0.727 87.8 0.426 210 40.60 0.740 92.8 0.474 212 45.40 0;753 91.9 0.522 215 50.00 0.765 92.0 0.575 219 55.05 0.765 95.3 0.625 232 59.95 
o.735 97.4 0.674 242 65.05 0.726 103.0 0.720 246 70.25 0.730 106.1 0.764 250 75.20 0 .. 735 . 104.3 0.812 255 80.55 0.737 104.6 0.855 260 85.40 0.764 98.3 0.903 271 90.20 0.815 100.5 0.913 273* 91 .. 2 0.815 97.8 0.925 274* 92.2 0.815 96 .. 8 0.936 274* 93.2 0.815 101.1 0.946 274* 94.2 0.818 100.6 0.957 274* 95.2 0.819 104.5 0.967 275* 96 .. 2 0.820 106.3 0.978 275* 97.2 0.820 103.3 0.988 276* 98.2 0,.820 101.1 0.998 277* 99.2 0.821 101.9 1.000 292* 99.4 
* ASTM Distillation 
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TABLE XIV 
OLDERSHAW ANALYSIS OF EQUILIBRIUM VAPOR PRODUCT 
T = 177°F P = 350 mm.Hg Absolute e e 
Mole 
Volume% Specific Molecular Fraction 
Temp., OF Distillate Gravity Weight Distillate 
152 IP 0.687 83.5 0.000 154 1.4 0.015 
156 3.4 0.695 84.8 0.035 
160 5.6 0.713 88.5 0.056 
165 7.6 0.728 86.5 0.078 0.741 84.4 171 9.9 
:0.748 81.1 0.103 178 15.1 0.164 
184 20.3 0.745 82.l' 0.221 
190 25.4 0.726 85.7 0.275 
196 33.1 0.714 87.1 0.352 
201 38.6 0.713 88.1 0.406 
206 45.0 0.718 92.Q 0.467 
210 52.6 0.727 91.2 0.542 0.740 89.0 212 59.9 0.756 88.2 0.616 214 64.9 0.670 
219 69.9 0.769 91.3 0.721 
234 74.9 0.762 93.7 0.112 
243 79.9 0.130 102.1 0.816 
246 84.9 0.730 102.3 0.860 0.733 99.4 253 89.9 0.737 100.2 0.905 257 92.0 0.926 
268* 94.2 0.793 100.3 0.949 
270* 96.5 0.796 100.9 0.972 
272* 98.4 0.805 100.7 0.992 
274* 99.2 0.81:3 98.4 1.000 
* ASTM Distillation 
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TABLE XV 
OLDERSHAW ANALYSIS OF EQUILIBRIUM LIQUID PRODUCT 
T = 177°F p = 350 mm. Hg Absolute e e 
Mole 
Volume% Specific Molecular Fraction 
Temp., OF Distillate .Gravity Weight Distillate 
157 IP 0.720 84.2 0.000 165 2.27 0.025 
174 4.27 0.743 84.5 0.047 0.744 85.6 180 6.27 0.733 85.0 0.070 186 8.67 0.723 85.4 0.097 190 10.3 0.115 
196 14.9 0.715 89.7 0.163 
201 20.2 o.716 82.9 0.221 
206 25.0 0.721 89 .. 7 0.265 
209 30.0 0.730 89.3 0.317 
o.741 89.8 210 35.0 0.755 86.7 0.366 214 40.0 0.767 91.1 0.423 220 45.0 0.757 96.6 0.478 234 50.0 0.735 96.3 o.528 241 55.1 0.577 
243 60.0 0.728 97.8 0.624 
246 65.6 0.730 104.1 0.675 
250 70.1 0.733 101.5 0.709. 
253 75.0 0.734 100.7 0.756 0.737 103 .. l 258 80.0 0.764 108.9 0.801 268 85.0 0.798 105.3 0.846 273 90.0 0.821 103.0 0.894 276* 92.2 0.823 95.4 0.917 276* 94.4 0.824 95.8 0.942 276* 96.5 0.967 
277* 98.0 0.825 100.7 0.984 0.827 95.5 279* 98.6 0.844 99.5 0.998 282* 98.9 1.000 
* ASTM Distillation 
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TABLE XVI 
SARNIA ANALYSIS OF HYDROFORMER FEED 
Mole 
Volume% Specific Molecular Fraction 
TemE• 1 OF Distillate Gravity Weight Distillate 
IP 0~000 155 0.705 85.6 0.024 168 2.0 0.727 85.0 0.045 175 4.0 0.12s 85.0 0.068 179 6.2 0.728 82.5 0.090 183 8.2 0.728 84.2 0.113 184 10.0 0.728 86.0 0.168 189 15.4 0.728 87.3 0.216 193 20.0 0.728 89.5 0.277 199 26.0 0.729 89.0 0.329 203 31.2 0.732 90.2 0.375 205 35.8 0,732 91.7 0.416 208 40.0 0.737 88.3 0.468 211 45.0 0.740 89.8 0.518 215 50.0 0.744 84.5 0.573 222 55.0 0.743 89.6 0.623 230 60.0 
o.742 93.6 0.672 238 65.0 0.739 90.6 0.722 244 70.0 0.739 91.0 0.774 248 75.0 0.740 100.0 0.819 254 80.0 
o.747 101.7 0.864 259 85.0 0.762 98.2 0.903 266 89.0 0.784 102.4 0.950 274 93.0 0.807 100.7 0.960 277 '95.0 
o.817 100.6 0.980 276* 97.0 0.819 100.4 1.000 278* 99.0 
* ASTM Distillation 
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TABLE XVII 
SARNIA ANALYSIS OF EQUILIBRIUM VAPOR PRODUCT 
T = 177°F p = 350 mm. Hg Absolute e e 
Mole 
Volume% Specific Molecular Fraction 
Temp., OF Distillate Gravity Weight Distillate 
155 IP 0.705 81.5 0.000 163 2.05 0.021 
171 4.1 0.726 78.9 0.044 
175 6.15 o.730 80e9 0.066 
177 8.2 o.730 80.7 0.089 
178 10.0 0.729 88.8 0.107 
182 15.l 0.730 81.0 0.163 
187 20.0 0.728 79&0 0.218 
190 23.8 0.728 81.4 0.258 
195 30.0 0.728 85.0 0.323 
199 35.1 0.728 87.2 0.374 
203 40.2 0.731 82.7 0.428 
205 44.9 0.733 80.3 0.480 
207 50.0 0.733 83.4 0.536 
210 55.l 0.737 86.6 0.589 
214 60.3 0.740 86.9 0.642 
221 65.2 0.745 87.2 0.693 
229 70.8 0.745 88.9 0.750 
236 74.9 0.745 93.l 0.797 
243 80.0 0.740 87.6 0.844 
250 85.l 0.741 98.9 0.889 
257 90.0 0.746 101.2 0.932 
263 92.0 0.762 99.42 0.953 
268* 94.0 o.796 97.4 0.973 
271* 96.1 0.797 100.3 0.994 
278* 96.7 0.815 101.8 1.000 
* ASTM Distillation 
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TABLE XVIII 
SARNIA ANALYSIS OF EQUILIBRIUM LIQUID PRODUCT 
T = 177°F p = 350 mm. Hg Absolute 
e e Mole 
Volume % Specific Molecular Fraction 
Temp., OF Distillate Gravit;y: Weight Distillate 
158 IP 0.12s 86.0 0.000 178 2.0 0.029 
190 4.0 0.729 89.8 0.040 
191 6.0 0.729 82.,0 0.061 
193 8.0 0 .. 729 83.8 0.083 
~0.730 88.6 194 10.0 0.732 86.0 0.103 198 15.0 
o.734 82.4 0.154 202 20.0 0.207 
206 25.0 0.736 89.9 0.257 
211 ::m.4 0.737 84.3 0.313 
215 35.4 o.737 85.9 0.365 
220 40;4 0.739 87.7 0.416 
227 45.2 0.743 87.8 0.466 
234 50.2 o.743 88.5 o.516 
235 55.0 0.740 93.9 0.560 
242 60.0 0.744 92.4 0.608 
248 65.0 o.745 96.6 0.654 
251 70.0 0.757 91.3 0.703 
255 75.0 0.751 88.4 0.755 
259 80.4 0.758 91.4 0.808 
264 85.o 0.767 87.8 0.858 
269 90.0 0.778 90.6 0.908 
275 95.0 0.796 90.0 0.962 0.808 93.6 274* 97.0 0.810 94.2. 0.982 278* 98.4 0.997 
280* 98.8 0.82s 102.8 1.000 
* ASTM Distillation 
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TABLE XIX 
K VALUES FROM PLOT OF LOG K vs. T 
Smoothed 
Oldershaw Sarnia Oldershaw 
Temp., °F Data Data Data 
155 4ol0 6.25 3.53 
165 3.30 4.83 2.90 
175 2.67 3.78 2.40 
185 2.14 2.94 1.97 
195 1.72 2.29 1.62 
205 1.::rn 1.79 1.33 
215 1.12 1.49 1.10 
225 0.91 1.07 0.91 
235 0.73 0.84 0.75 
245 0.59 0.65 0.62 
255 0.48 0.51 0.51 
265 0.38 0.40 0.42 
275 0.29 0.297 0.327 
Smoothed 
Sarnia 
Data 
9.9 
7.30 
5.40 
4.00 
2.97 
2.20 
1.62 
1.20 
0.89 
0.66 
0.49 
0.36 
0.247 
f-! 
f-! 
~ 
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TABLE XX 
SOURCE OF K VALUES FOR COMPUTER CALCULATIONS 
Calculation 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
\ \ Source of K Values 
TBP curve thtough data points; inconsistent 
values not used 
Smoothed TBP curves, within .i 3°F of 
data points; inconsistent values not us~d 
TBP curve through data points; all values 
used· 
Smoothed TBP curves, within .i 3°F of 
data points; all values used 
Plot of log K v.s. T 
Plot of log K VSo T ( from. smoothed 
TBP data) 
Method for 
K Values 
Sarnia Ratio 
of Slopes 
Sarnia Ratio 
of Differences 
Oldershaw Ratio 
of Slopes 
Oldershaw Ratio 
of Differences 
Experimental r 
TABLE XXI 
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL 
VAPOR-LIQUID RATIOS 
Calculation 
I II III IV V 
70.99 8.64 3.55 2.38 
2;63 
5.45 3.46 1.87 1.60 
1.11 0.35 2.34 0.32 
0.46 
0.35 0.42 0.73 0.96 
0.819 
VI 
3;74 
0.39 
.... 
..... 
C1I 
Temp., °F Exp. 
155 o.o 
165 0.077 
175 0.140 
185 0.237 
195 0.336 
205 0.453 
215 0.687 
225 0.746 
235 0.772 
245 0.847 
255 0.916 
265 0.946 
278 1.00 
TABLE XXII 
COMPARISON OF OLDERSHAW EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED TBP CURVES 
Val:!or Liquid 
Calculation III Calculation III 
Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of 
Slopes Diff. Cale. V Exp. ~~l__Q_]2_~§__ Di.ff. 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
0.069 0.083 0.114 0.023 0.029 0.038 
0.102 . 0.124 0.163 0.052 0.046 0.057 
0.169 0.207 0.255 0.091 0.076 0.093 
0.261 0.320 0.380 0.152 0.158 0.164 
0.354 0 .. 416 0.494 0.260 0.250 0.255 
0.580 0~622 0.702 0.440 0.386 0.449 
0.662 0.710 0.774 0.501 0.448 0.516 
0.701 0.745 0.808 0.536 0.497 0.563 
o.766 0.799 0.856 0.662 0.579 0.645 
0.859 0.872 o. 916 0.776 0.702 0.768 
0.914 0.920 0.950 0.840 0.800 0.851 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Cale. V 
o.o 
0.031 
0.048 
0.089 
0.161 
0.244 
0.439 
0.517 
0.563 
0.643 
0.764 
0.848 
1.00 
I-' I-' . 
CJ) 
Tern~~ Exp. 
155 o.o 
165 0.078 
175 0.140 
185 0.231 
195 0.325 
205 0.450 
215 0.680 
225 0.745 
235 0.776 
245 0.847 
255 0.917 
265 0.943 
278 1.00 
TABLE XXIII 
COMPARISON OF OLDERSHAW EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED TBP CURVES 
(SMOOTHED DATA) 
Va12or Liguid 
Calculation IV Calculation IV 
Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of 
Slopes Diff. Cale. VI Ex-g. ~~Slopes Diff. 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
0.079 0.069 0.103 0.025 0.044 0.035 
0.136 0.116 0.165 0.052 0.071 0.059 
0.231 0.191 0.251 0.093 0.112 0.092 
0.400 0.347 0.426 0.156 0.229 0.195 
0.470 0.411 0.499 0.257 0.285 0.251 
0.698 0.612 0.694 0.435 0.466. 0.435 
0.766 0.694 0.769 0.498 0.548 0.510 
0.792 0.726 0.799 0.535 0.589 0.552 
0.849 0.782 0.849 0.660 0.666 0.640 
0.920 0.852 0.910 0.777 0.775 0.769 
0.959 0.909 0.947 0.830 0.855 0.852 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 LOO 
Cale. VI 
o.o 
0.032 
0.056 
0.098 
0.209 
0.263 
0.454 
o.535 
0.575 
0.655 
0.771 
0.854 
1.00· 
.... 
.... 
"1 
Temp., °F Exp. 
155 o.o 
165 0.025 
175 0.066 
185 0.200 
195 0.323 
205 0.480 
215 0.650 
225 0.123 
235 0.787 
245 0.860 
255 0.923 
265 0.960 
278 1.00 
TABLE XXIV 
COMPARISON OF SARNIA EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED TBP CURVES 
VaEor Liguid 
Calculation III Calculation III 
Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of 
Slopes Diff. Cale. V Exp. . Slopes Diff. 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
0.020 0.023 0.022 0.005 0.006 0.006 · 
0.053 0.061 0.057 0.016 0.018 0.016 
0~159 0.184 0.162 0.030 0.028 0.028 
0.276 0.313 0.285 0.1,17 0.086 0.086 
0.432 0.468 0.445 0.246 0.173 0.201 
o.588 o.623 0.600 0.365 0.271 0.321 
o.661 0.696 0.673 0.456 0.338 0.392 
0.717 0.753 0.733 o.560 o.522 0.463, 
0.793 0.827 0.807 0.633 0.534 0.566 
0.879 0.902 0.882 0.756 0.645 0.690 
0.931 0.944 0.934 0.870 0.782 0.812 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Cale. V 
o.o 
0.004 
0.013 
0.047 
0.100 
0.190 
0.303 
0.371 
0.439 
0.548 
o.686 
0.804 
1.00 
I-' 
I-' 
00 
Temp., °F Exp. 
155 o.o 
165 0.028 
175 0.067 
185 0.194 
195 0.323 
205 0.480 
215 0.647 
225 0.122 
235 0.791 
245 0.858 
255 0.920 
265 0.963 
278 1.00 
TABLE XXV 
COMPARISON OF SARNIA EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED TBP CURVES 
(SMOOTHED DATA) 
Vapor· Liguid 
Calculation IV Calculation IV 
Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of 
Slopes Diff. Cale. VI Exp. Slopes Diff. 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
0.02::; 0.025 0.021 0.003 0.004 0.004 
0.060 0.067 0.055 0.010 0.010 0.011 
0.163 0.179 0.145 0.027 0.022 0.028 
0.304 0.325 0.283 - 0.114 0.089 0.104 
0.454 0.474 0.434 0.246 0.184 0.215 
0.603 0.624 0.584 0.365 0.295 0.333 
0.684 0.704 0.668 0.457 0.376 0.416 
0.745 0.762 0.1::;o 0.550 0.448 0.489 
0.823 0.837 0.809 o.632 o.557 0.595 
0.896 0.905 0.883 0.757 0.697 0.715 
0.942 0.946 0.933 0.870 o.796 0.824 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 LOO 1.00 
Cale. VI 
o.o 
0.003 
o.oos 
0.030 
0.077 
0.148 
0.243 
0.313 
0.382 
0.499 
0.642 
0.770 
1.00 
..... 
I-' 
(£) 
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APPENDIX B 
IBM 650 COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Data Processing Program 
This program was written in Fortran to calculate the mole 
fraction for each cut of the analytical distillation. The 
program will handle up to forty cuts. \> 
Input data are 
IP Initial boiling point 
RHOBZ Specific gravity of benzene 
ANMBR Number of cuts 
BP End point 
WTGR Weight of bottle and sample 
WT ARE Weight of sample bottle For each cut 
' DELTA Freezing point depression 
RHOS A Specific gravity of the sample 
Output data are 
IP Initial boiling point 
BP End point 
WT SAM Weight of sample 
FACTR 51.2 P s/Pb For each cut 
WTMOL Molecular weight 
121 
SAMOL Number of moles 
} For each cut 
FNMOL Cumulative mole fraction 
TOTML Total number of moles 
C 0000 0 CALCULATION OF BOILING POINT 
C 0000 0 AS FU~CjJQN Of MOLE~FRACTfON 
~l O DIMENSION BP(40~tWTGR140), 
1 1 WTARE!40),DELTA(40)~RHOSAC40), 
. 1 2 WTSAMC40l~FACTR(40)•WTMOL(.40l, 
1 3 SAMOLl40),FNMOU40). 
·.~ 0 READ,RHOBZ~ANMBR,IP 
. 3 0 NUMBR=ANMBR 
4 O.DO 5 1=1,NUMBR,1 . . . 
5 0 READ,BP(l),WTGR((r.w1·ARE(I.H. 
5 l,DELTA(l),RHOSA(I) 
10 0 DO 14. l=l,NUMBR,1 
11 o·wrsAMU)=WTGR(H-WTARE(I) 
. 12 0 FACTR(1)=(5112*RHOSA(Ill/RHOBL 
13 0 WTMOL(l)~FACTRCI)/DELTA( It 
14 0 SAMOL(IJ=WTSAM(l1/WTMOLJ.fl 
i 5 0 TOTML=·o • 0 
16 0 DO 11 1=1,NUMBR,i 
17 0 TOTML=TOTML+SAMOL(J) 
18 0 SUBTL=o.o .. 
19 0 PUNCH,IP 
20. 0 DO 23 l=l,NUM.BR-1 
21 0 SUBTL=SUBTL+SAMOt!ll 
22 0 FNMOL(I)=SUBTL/TOTML . 
23 0 P0NCH,Bf(ll,WTSAM(I),FAtTRtI), 
23 1 WT MOL (I) ,SAMOL( l) ,FNMOL( I) 
24 0 PUNCH,TOTML 
25 0 END 
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Card Format for Fortran Program 
All numbers are in IBM floating point notation 
Input Gards 
Card 1 
Card 
Word 1 Specific gravity of benzene, RHOBZ 
Word 2 Number of cuts 1 ANMBR 
Word 3 Initial point, IP 
2 - (n+l) 
Word 1 End point of cut, BP 
Word 2 Weight of bottle and sample, WTGR 
Word 3 Weight of empty.bottle, WTARE 
Word 4 Freezing point depression, DELTA 
Word 5 Specific gravity of cut, RHOSA 
Output Cards 
Card 1 
Word 1 Initial point, IP 
Card 2 - .Cn+l) 
Word 1 End point of cut, BP 
Word 2 Weight of sample, WT SAM 
Word :3 51.2 P s/Pb, FACTR 
Word 4 Molecuiar weight of cut, WTMO.l, 
Word 5 Moles in cut, SAMOL 
Word 6 Cumulative mole fraction, FNMOL 
Card n + 2 (last card) 
Wo:r(l l. Total number of moles, TOTML 
123 
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Combined Program 
This program is written in machine language and makes use 
of the "Drum zero, read, and punch loop" and "Log deck" available 
at the Computing ~enter, Oklahoma State University. The instruc-
tions in these loops are not listed here; the rest of the-program 
is given below. Each loop of the program is presented separately 
to facilitate comprehension of the calculation procedure. 
Input data are 
0001 - 0020 mf mole fraction of the feed TBP curve 
0051 - 0070 K corresponding equilibrium constant 
0101 - 0120 A 
0151 - 0170 B 
0201 0220 C constants in equation 9 
0251 - 0270 D 
0301 - 0320 E 
0042 
- TBP/100 estimate of bubble point temperature 
0043 
- TDP/100 estimate of dew point temperature 
0044 
- n number of input data point~ 
0045 n-1 number of data points less one, in fixed point 
0047 - V/L estimate of V/L ratio 
Output data for the EFV calculation are 
0793 - V/L 
084i3 V/L assumed minus V/L calculated 
0721 - 0740 -Lmf 1/f dmf 
0771 - 0790 -Lmf v/f dmf 
0821 - 0840 -
0871 - 0890 - V/F 
0921 - 0940 - m f 
0901 - 0920 - 1/f 
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Output data for the bubble point - dew poiint c:alculation 
are 
0794 - 'T /100 BP11 
0844 - 1 - 0 K dmf 
0871 - 0890 - K 
0921 - 0940 
- mf 
0795 
- TDP/100 
0845 - 1 -ll 1/K dmf 
0871 - 0890 - 1/K 
0921 - 0940 - dmf 
Loop 1. n-1 Instructions Puts n-1 into all instructions which require it. 
From Loe. !Abbr. I Instruction ,- Operation 
Read 
and 
punch 
loop 
(1005) 
- 1000 I RAL 
1001 
- 1002 
1003 
1004 
1005 
RAA 
LDD 
SDA 
NZA 
SXA 
Loop 2. Lagrange terms 
From 
1004 
(1014) 
(1021) 
Loe. I Abbr. 
- 0950 
- 1006 
1007 
1008 
1009 
1010 
1011 
1012 
1013 
1014 
0951 
- 1015 
RAA 
SXA 
RAU 
FSB 
STU 
RAU 
FSB 
STU 
SXA 
NZA 
RAA 
RAU 
65 0045 1001 
80 0021 1002 
69 2950 1003 
22 2950 1004 
40 1005 0950 
51 0001 1002 
I (n-1) 1to LA 
21 to A 
Contents of (0950+A) to D Lxx (n-1) xxxx.:JA to 0950+A 
Test A for zero (all instructions modified) 
(-1) in A, recycle 
Calculates terms for intergrated Lagrange equation. 
Instruction 
80 (n-1) 1006 
51 0001 1007 
60 200? 1008 
33 2000 1009 
21 2352 1010 
60 2001 1011 
33 2000 1012 
21 2351 1013 
51 0001 1014 
40 1006 0951 
80 (n-1) 1015 
60 2001 1016 
(n-1) to A 
(-1) in A 
(mf)i to UA 
-(mf)i_2 in UA 
Operation 
(mf)i - (mf)i_2 to (0352+A) 
(mf)i-l to UA 
-(mf)i_2 in UA 
(mf)i-l - (mf)i_2 to (0351+A) 
(-1) in A 
Test A for zero (all first degree terms calculated) 
(n-1) to A 
(mf)i to UA 
.... 
1:1.) 
0) 
Loop 2. (Cont.) 
From Loe. I Abbr. I Instruction Operation 
1015 - 1016 I FMP I 39 2001 1017 lx(mf)i in UA 
1017 I STU I 21 2 2401 1018 I (mf) i to (040l+A) 
1018 I FMP 39 2001 1019 lx(mf)i in UA 
1019 STU 21 2501 1020 3 (mf)i to (050l+A) 
1020 NZA 40 1021 0952 Test A for zero (all mf squared and cubed) 
1021 SXA 51 0001 1015 (-1) in A 
1020 - 0952 RAA 80 (n-1) 1022 (n-1) to A 
(1032) 
- 1022 SXA 51 0001 ;1023 (-1) in·A 
1023 RAU 60 2402 1024 2 (mf \ to UA 
1024 I FSB I 33 2400 1025 I -(mf 2 ) i-2 in UA 
10251 
1026 
FDV I 34 
STU 21 
0092 10261.+ 2 in UA 
- 2 2 -2452 1027 L(~f ) i - (mf ) 1 _2_! + 2 to (0452+A) 
1027 I RAU I 60 2401 1028 I (mf2 ) i-l to UA 
102s I FSB I 33 2400 1029 I -(mf 2 ) i-2 in UA 
1029 I FDV I 34 0092 1030 I+ 2 in. UA 
,' -
1030 I STU I 21 - 2 2 -2451 1031 I L(mf )i-l - (mf )i_2_; + 2 to (045l+A) 
1031 I SXA I 51 0001 10321 (-1) in A 
1032" NZA 40 1022 0953 Test A for zero (all second degree terms calculated) I-' (\j 
-..J 
Loop 2. (Cont.) 
Loe. I Abbr. I --------From Instruction I Operation 
1032 - 0953 RAA 80 (n-1) 1033 (n-1) to A 
(1043) - 1033 SXA 51 0001 1034 (-1) in A 
1034 RAU 60 2502 1035 3 (mf ) 1 to UA 
1035 I FSB I 33 2500 1036 I -(mf3 )i_2in AU 
10361 FDV 134 0093 1037 I+ 3 in UA 
- 3 3 -1037 STU 21 2552 1038 L(mf ) 1 - (mf )i_2_/ + 3 to (0552+A) 
1038 I RAU I 60 3 2501 1039 I (mf ) i-l to UA 
1039 FSB 33 2500 1040 -(mf 3 ) i-2 in UA 
1040 FDV 34 0093 1041 + 3 in UA 
1041 STU 21 2551 1042 - 3 3 -L(mf )1 _1 - (mf ) 1_2-" + 3 to (055l+A) 
1042 SXA 51 0001 1043 (-1) in A 
1043 NZA 40 10:33 0954 Test A for zero (all third degree terms calculated) 
0954 RAA 80 (n-1) 1044 (n-1) to A 
(1060) - 1044 SXA 51 0002 1045 (-2) in A 
1045 RAU 60 2001 1046 (mf)i_2 to UA 
1046 FSB 33 2002 1047 
-(mf)i-l in UA 
1047 STU 21 2602 1048 (mf) 1 _2 - (mf)i-l to (0602+A) 
1048 RAU 60 2001 1049 (mf) 1 _2 to UA 
1049 FSB 33 2003 1050 -(mf)i in UA 
1050 STU 21 2652 1051 (mf) 1 _2 - (mf)i to (0652+A) ..... I:\:) 
1051 RAU 60 2002 1052 (mf)i-l to UA 00 
Loop 2. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1051 - 1052 FSB 33 2003 1053 -(mf). in UA 
. 1 
1053 STU .21 2702 1054 (mf)i-l - (mf)i to (0702+A) 
1054 RSU 61 2602 1055 
-L(mf)i-2 - (mf)i-lJ to UA 
1055 STU 21 2752 1056 (mf)i-l - (mf)i_2 to (0752+A) 
1056 RSU 61 2652 1057 -L(mf)i_2 - (mf)i_7 to UA 
1057 STU 21. 2802 1058 (mf)i - (mf)i_2 to (0802+A) 
10581 RSU 61 2702 1059 -L(mf)i-l - (mf)iJ to UA 
1059 STU 21 2852 1060 (mf)i - (mf)i-l to (0852+A) 
1060 I NZA I 40 1044 0955 I Test A for zero (difference and negative of all terms 
taken) 
0955 RAA 80 (n-1) 1061 (n-1) to A 
(1140} - 1061 SXA 51 0002 1062 (-2} in A 
1062 RAU 60 2001 1063 (mf)i_2 to UA 
1063 FAD 32 2002 1064 +(mf}i-l in UA 
1064 STU 21 2022 1065 (mf)i_2 + (mf)i-l to (0022+A) 
1065 RAU 60 2002 1066 (mf)i-l to UA 
1066 FAD 32 2003 1067 +(mf)i in UA 
1067 STU 21 2072 1068 (mf)i-l + (mf)i to (0072+A) 
1068 RAU 60 2001 1069 (mf)i_2 to UA 
1069 FAD 32 2003 1070 +(mf)i in UA 
1070 STU 21 2122 1071 (mf)i-2 + (mf)i to (0122+A) 
.... 
1071 RAU 60 2001 1072 (mf)i_2 to UA 1/1:l 
''° 
Loop 2. (Cont.) 
From 
1071 
Loe. 
- 1072 
1073 
1074 
1075 
1076 
1077 
1078 
1079 
1080 
1081 
1082 
1083 
1084 
1085 
1086 
Abbr. 
FMP 
STU 
RAU 
FMP 
STU 
RAU 
FMP 
STU 
RAU 
FMP 
STU 
RSU 
FMP 
FAD 
FAD 
1087 I FDV 
1088 I FDV 
1089 I STU 
Instruction 
39 2002 1073 
21 2172 1074 
60 2002 1075 
39 2003 1076 
21 2222 1077 
60 2001 1078 
39 2003 1079 
21 2272 1080 
60 2353 1081 
39 2172 1082 
21 0600 1083 
61 2022 1084 
39 2453 1085 
32 0600 1086 
32 0600 1086 
Operation 
x(mf)i-l ·in UA 
(mf)i_2 (mf)i-l to ( 178+A) 
(mf)i-l to UA 
x(mf)i in UA 
(mf)i-i (mf)i to (0222+A) 
(mf)i_2 to UA 
x(mf)i in UA 
(mf)i_2 (mf)i to (0272+A) 
(mf)i - (mf)i-2 to UA 
xLTmf) 1_2 (mf)i-l_7 in UA 
LTmt:\ - (mf) i-2_! LTmf)i._2 (mr\_1_7 to 0600 
-LTmf)i_2 + (mf)i_1_7 to UA 
- 2 2 - . 
xL(mf )i - (mf )i_2_;.+ 2 in UA 
+LTmf)i - (mf)i-2JL-(mr\-2 (mf)i-1_7 in UA 
+LTmf)i - (mf)i-~ + 3,in UA 
34 2852 1088 I +LTmf)i - (mf)i-l_7 in UA 
34 2802 1089 I +LTmf)i - (mf)i-~ in UA 
21 2422 .. 1090 I lf.-3_7 to (0422+A) 
C 
I-' 
c.l 
0 
-~...,_. 
Note: The integrated form of the Lagrange equation is 
l mf 2 y dmf = 
mf 
0 
+ 
+ 
Yo 
(mf -mf )(mf -mf) 
0 1 0 2 
Y1 
(mf -mf )(mf -mf) 
1 2 1 0 
Y2 
Cmr -mr Y(m~---111f··-) 
2 0 2 1 
l-3 3 mf -mf 2 0 
3 
t 3 3 mf -mf 2 0 
3 
[ 
3 3 
mf -mf 
2 0 
3 
mf +mr2 2 m 2) + mf mf2 
1-=---- (mf2 - £0 1 
2 ·2) + mf mf (m -mr O 2 f2 O 
m +mf 2 2) + mf mf fo l (m -mf o l 
2 £2 O 
(mf -mf. )J. 
2 0 
(m -mf ~ 
f2 oj 
(mf -mf J 
2 oJ 
The bracketed terms are denoted by LI-iJ, Ll-~b' and Ll-~, respectively. For the 
a C 1.mf integration 1 y 
mf 
0 
dmf, the terms are denoted by Ll-iJa, LI-iJb, and LI-iJc. 
..... 
Col 
.... 
Loop 2. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
~-
-
1089 - 1090 RAU 60 2353 1091 (mf)i - (mf)i_2 to UA 
1091 FMP 39 2272 1092 x(mf)._2 (mf). in UA 
- ]. ]. ..i:.1 -
1092 STU 21 0600 1093 L(mf)i - (mf)i-2_/L!mf)i-2 (mf)i_l to 0600 
1093 I RSU I 61 - 2 2 -2453 1094 I -L(mf ) i - (mf } i..:,2_! + 2 to UA 
1094 I FMP I 39 2122 1095 I xL(mf). 2 + (mf). 7 in UA l.- i-
1095 I FAD I 32 0600 1096 I +LTmf) i-2 (mf) iJ L(mf) i - (mf) i-2J in UA 
1096 I FAD I 32 - 3 3 -2553 1097 I +L (mf ) i - (mf ) i-2_! + 3 in UA 
1097 I FDV I 34 2752 1098 I +L(mf) i-l - (mf) i·_2J in UA 
1098 I FDV I 34 2702 1099 I +L(mf)i-l - (mf)iJ in UA 
1099 STU 21 2372 1100 LI-~b to (0372+A) 
1100 RAU 60 2353 1101 (mf)i - (mf)~_2 to UA 
1101 FMP 39 2222 1102 x(mf)i-l (mf)i in UA 
1102 STU 21 0600 1103 L(mf). 1 (mf)._IL(mf). - (mf). ~ to 0600 1- l. l. 1-
1103 I RSU I 61 - 2 2 -2453 1104 I -L(mf ) i - (mf ) i-2_! + 2 to UA 
1104 I FMP I 39 2074 1105 / xL(mf)i-l + (mf)iJ in UA 
1105 I FAD I 32 0600 1106 I +L(mf) i-l (mf) iJ L(mf) i - (mf) i-2J in UA 
1106 I FAD I 32 2553 1107 I +LTmf 3 ). - (mf 3 ). J + 3 in UA (-1 ]. J.-2 vi: (\j 
Loop 2. (Cont.) 
From Loe. I Abbr. T Instructio~- Operation 
1106 
- 1107 FDV I 34 2652 1108 I +LTmr\_2 - (mr\J in UA 
1108 I FDV I 34 2602 1109 I f.L(mf) i .. 2 - (mf) i-lJ in UA 
1109 I STU I 21 2322 1110 I LI-iJ to (0322+A) 
a 
1110 I RAU I 60 2352 1111 (m~)i-1 - (mf)i-2 to UA 
. -
1111 FMP I 39 2172 1112 x(mf)i_2 (mf)i-l in UA 
1112 I STU I 21 0600 1113 I LTmf)i_2 (mf)i_1JLTmf)i-l - (mf)i_2J to 0600 
1113 I RSU I 61 2022 1114 I -LTmf) i-2 + (mf) i-lJ to UA 
1114 I FMP I 39 1i 2 2 - . 2452 1115 I xL mf )i-l - (mf )i_2_/ + 2 1n UA 
1115 I FAD I 32 0600 1116 I +(mf)i_2 (mr\_1 LTmr\_1 - (mf)i_2J in UA 
1116 I FAD I 32 - 3 3 - . 2552 1117 I +L(mf ) i-l - (mf ) i-2_/ + 3 1n UA 
1117. J FDV I 34 2852 1118 I f.L(mf) i - (mf) i-lJ in UA 
1118 I FDV I 34 2802 1119 I f.L(mf) i - (mf) i-~ in UA 
1119 I STU I 21 2622 1120 ILI-:iJ to (0622+A) 
C 
1120 I RAU I 60 2352 1121 I (mf) i-l - (mf) i-2 to UA 
1121 I FMP I 39 2272 1122 I x(mf)i_2 (mf)i in UA 
..... 
1122 I STU 21 0600 1123 LTmf)i_2 (mf)iJLTmf)i-l - (mf)i_:z-l to 0600 c..l vi 
Loop 2. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. Instrut;tion Operation 
1122 RSU I 61 2452 1124 - 2 2 - . - 11231 -L(mf )i-1 - (mf )i-2_1 + 2 in UA 
1124 FMP 39 2122 1125- xLTmf)i-~ + (mf)i_7 in UA 
1125 I FAD I 32 0600 1126 I +L(mf)i_2 (mf)i_lL(mf)i-l - (mf)i_2_7 in UA 
1126 I FAD I 32 - 3 3 - . 2552 1127 I +L(mf )i-l - (mf )i_2_!,,+ 3 in UA 
1127 I FDV I 34 2752 1128 I +LTmf_) i-l - (mf) i-2_7 in UA 
1128 I FDV I 34 2702 1129 I +LTmf)i-l - (mf)i_7 in UA 
1129 I STU I 21 2572 1130 lll-~b to (0572+A) 
1130 I RAU I 60 2352 1131 I (mf) i-l - (mf) i-2 to UA 
1131 I FMP I 39 2222 1132 I x(mf)i-l (mf)i in UA 
1132 I STU I 21 0600 1133 ll(mf)i-l (mf)iJLTmf\_1 - {mf)i_:a-f to 0600 
1133 I RSU I 61 - 2 2 -2452 1134 I -L(mf )i-l - (mf )i_2_! + 2 to UA 
1134 1 FMP I 39 2072 1135 I xLTmf)i-l + (mf)iJ in UA 
1135 I FAD I 32 0600 1136 I +LTmf)i-l (mf)iJLTmf)i-l - (mf)i_2_7 in UA 
1136 I FAD I 32 - 3 3 -2552 1137 I +L(mf )i-l - (mf )i-~ + 3 in UA 
1137 I FDV I 34 2652 1138 I +L(mf)i_2 - (mf)iJ in UA 
1138 I FDV I 34 2602 1139 I +LTmf) i-2 - (mf) i-lJ in UA 
..... 
c.l 
ij:lo 
Loop 2. (Cont.) 
·------------
--
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
-
1138 - 1139 STU 21 2522 1140 li-iJa to (0522+A) 
1140 NZA 40 1061 0956 Test A for zero (all Lagrange terms calculated), recycle 
------·----·---·---------·-------- ----------·----------------
Note: Instruction 1140 is modified to produce the desired calculation 
40 1061 0956 
40 1061 0956 
40 1061 0962 
EFV and bubble point - dew point 
EFV only 
Bubble point - dew point only 
The combined and EFV programs will be continued here. The bubble point - dew point 
program skips to Loop 8. 
Loop 3. 1/f Calculates 1/f for each value of mf. 
--- ---
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1140 
(1185) - 0956 RAA 80 (n-1) 1145 (n-1) to A 
(1153) - 1145 RAU 60 2051 1146 K. to UA ]. 
1146 FMP 39 0047 1147 x V/L assumed in UA 
1147 FAD 32 0091 1148 + 1 in UA 
1148 STU 21 0600 1149 1 + K. V/L to 0600 ]. 
1149 · RAU 60 0091 1150 1 to UA 
1150 FDV 34 0600 1151 +(l + K. V/L) in UA 
]. 
1151 STU 21 2901 1152 1 +(l + K. V/L) <= 1/f) to (090l+A) 
. 1 
I-' 
~ 
en 
Loop 3. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1151 - 1152 NZA 40 1153 0957 Test A for zero (all 1/f calculated) 
1153 SXA 51 0001 1145 (-1) in A, recycle 
Loop 4. Area Under Curve !i L.!i Calculates i-2 y dmf and i-2 y dmf = Y 
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1152 (1255) - 0957 RAA 80 (n-1) 1154 (n-1) to A 
(1166) - 1154 SXA 51 0002 1155 (-2) in A 
1155 RAU 60 2422 1156 Li-iJ to UA 
.. C . 
1156 FMP 39 2903 1157 x(l/f). in UA 
1 
1157 STU 21 0600 1158 c11r>. LY-iJ to 0600 1 C 
1158 RAU 60 2372 1159 LI-Yb to UA 
1159 FMP 39 2902 1160 x(l/f) i-l in UA 
1160 FAD 32 0600 1161 +(1/f). LY-iJ in UA 1 C 
1161 STU 21 0600 1162 c11r>. LY-iJ + <11r>. 1 LY-iib to 0600 1 C 1-
1162 RAU 60 2322 1163 LY-iJ to UA a 
1163 FMP 39 2901 1164 x(l/f)i_2 in UA 
1164 FAD 32 0600 1165 +(1/f)i .Ll-'Yc + {l/f) 1_1 lf.-ijb in UA 
1165 I STU I 21 2472 1166 I ~~2 1/f amf to (0472+A) 
1154 0958 I Test A for zero (all J:~2 calculated), recycle .... 1166 I NZA I 40 ~ m 
Loop 4. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1166 
- 0958 RAA 80 (n-1) 1167 (n-1) to A 
1167 RAU 60 0000 1168 0 to UA 
(1170) - 1168 SXA 51 0002 1169 (-2) in A 
1169 FAD 32 2472 1170 
_+ h~2 1/f dmf 
1170 NZA 40 1168 1141 ii Test A for zero (all i-l summed), recycle 
1141 STU 21 0491 1171 ~ 0
1 1/f dmf to 0491 
Note: For bubble point - dew point, instruction 1141 is 21 0491 1271. 
Loop 5. Correct V/L 
From Loe. Abbr. 
1141 - 1171 RAU 
1172 FSB 
1173 STU 
1174 FDV 
1175 STU 
1176 RAU 
1177 FSB 
1178 STU 
1179 RAU 
Compares V/L calculated to V/L assumed for maximum disagreement 
of.:!:. 0.001 
Instruction Operation 
----
60 0091 1172 1 to UA 
33 0491 1173 - L/F in UA 
21 0492 1174 1 - L/F to 0492 
34 0491 1175 + L/F in UA 
21 0700 1176 V/L calculated to 0700 
60 0047 1177 V/L assumed to UA 
33 0700 1178 - V/L calculated in UA 
21 0750 1179 V/L assumed - V/L calculated to 0750 
60 0000 1180 0 to UA .... c..J 
"'1 
Loop 5. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1179 - 1180 RAL 65 0000 1181 0 to LA 
1181 FAM 37 0750 1182 + IV/L assumed - V/L calculated! to Accumulator 
1182 FSB 33 0098 1183 - 0.001 in Accumulator 
1183 BMI 46 0959 1184 Test Accunmlator for minus (within limits) 
1184 RAU 60 0700 1185 V/L calculated to UA 
1185 STU 21 0047 0956 V/L calculated to 0047 (V/L assumed for next cycle), 
recycle back to Loop 3 
Loop 6. Product Curves Calculates points on product TBP curves. 
From Loe. !Abbr.I Instruction I Operation 
1183 - 0959 RAA 80 (n-1) 1186 (n-1) to A 
1186 RAU 60 0000 1187 0 to A 
(1199) - 1187 SXA 51 0002 1188 (-2) in A 
1188 RAU 60 2901 1189 (l/f)i_2 to UA 
1189 FMP 39 2522 1190 xLI-2/ in UA 
-a 
1190 STU 21 0600 1191 c11r>. 2 LI-ii to 0600 1- a 
1191 RAU 60 ~902 1192 (1/f)i-l to UA 
1192 FMP 39 2572 1193 xLI-iib in UA 
1193 FAD 32 0600 1194 +(1/f). 2 LI-ii in UA 1- a 
1194 STU 21 0600 1195 <11r>. 1 LI-iib + c11r>. 2 LI-ii to 0600 1- 1- a 
1195 RAU 60 2903 1196 (1/f). to UA 
l. 
1196 FMP 39 2622 1197 xLI-ii in UA .... c,;i C (X) 
Loop 6. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1196 - 1197 FAD 32 0600 1198 +(1/f). 1 LI-iJb + {1/f). 2 LI-ii in UA 1- 1- a 
1198 STU 21 2672 1199 
1,i-l 
1 _ 2 1/f dmf to (0672+A) 
1199 NZA 40 1187 0960 ii-1 Test A for zero (all 1 _ 2 1/f dmf calculated), recycle 
0960 RAB 82 (n-1) 1200 (n-1) to B 
1200 RAU 60 0000 1201 0 to UA 
1201 STU 21 0721 1328 0 to 0721 
1328 RAA 80 0000 1329 0 to A 
(1209) - 1329 SXB 53 0002 1202 (-2) in B 
1202 RAU 60 I loi-2 2721 1203 0 1/f dmf to UA 
1203 RAD 32 2672 1204 1i-l + 1 _ 2 1/f dmf in UA 
1204 STU 21 2722 1205 ii-1 0 1/f dmf to (0722+A) 
1205 FSB 33 2672 1206 Li-1 
- 1 _ 2 1/f dmf in UA 
1206 FAD 32 2472 1207 + !~2 1/f dmf in UA 
1207 STU 21 2723 1208 ~i 1/f dmf in (0723+A) 
1208 NZB 42 1209 0961 Test B for zer,o (all ~i 1/f dmf calculated) 
.... 
1209 AXA 50 0002 1329 + 2 in A, recycle C,.J (0 
Loop 6. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1208 - 0961 RAA 80 (n-1) 1211 (n-1) to A 
(1210) - 1211 RAU 60 2001 1224 (mf)i to UA 
1224 STU 21 2921 1212 (mf)i to (092l+A) 
1212 FSB 33 2721 1213 -~i 1/f dmf in UA 
1213 STU 21 2771 1214 ~i v/f dmf to (077l+A) 
1214 FDV 34 0492 1215 + V/F in UA 
1215 STU 21 287I 1216 Li v/f dmf + V/F to (087l+A) 
1216 RAU 60 2721 1217 ~i 1/f dmf in UA 
1217 FDV 34 0491 1218 + L/F in UA 
1218 STU 21 2821 1219 Li 1/f dmf + ~/F to (082l+A) 
1219 NZA 40 1210 1220 Test A for zero (all points calculated) 
1210 SXA 51 0001 1211 (-1) in A, recycle 
Loop 7o EFV Punch Stores and punches results from EFV calculations. 
From Loe. I Abbr. I Instruction I Operation 
1219 - 1220 RAU 60 0700 1221 V/L to UA 
1221 STU 21 0793 1222 V/L to 0793 1--' 
1222 RAU 60 0750 1223 V/L assumed - V/L calculated to UA ~ 0 
Loop 7. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1222 - 1223 STU 21 0843 1225 V/L assumed - V/L calculated to 0843 
1225 LDD 69 0000 1226 0 to D 
1226 STD 24 1894 1227 D to 1894 
1227 RAL 65 1228 1229 Contents of 1228 to LA 
1228 00 0107 9300 
1229 LDD 69 1230 1950 Punch V/L, error; exit to 1230 
1230 LDD 69 0045 1231 Contents of 0045 to D 
1231 STD 24 1894 1232 D to 1894 
1232 RAL 65 1233 1234 Contents of 1233 to LA 
1233 00 0207 2100 
1234 LDD 69 1235 1950 Punch J 1/f, fv/f, /1/f fv/f mf;exit to 1235 L/F' V/F' 
1235 LDD 69 0045 1236 Contents of 0045 to D 
1236 STD 24 1894 1237 D to 1894 
1237 RAL 65 1238 1142 C9ntents of 1238 to LA 
1238 00 3009 0100 
1142 LDD 69 1260 1950 Punch 1/f; exit to 1260 
Note: For EFV only, instruction 1142 is 69 1901 1950 and the program ends here. 
Loop 8. BP-DP Instructions Changes instructions from EFV Program for BP-DP program. 
From Loe:. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1142 - 1260 RAU 60 1141 1261 Contents of 1141 to UA 
1261 AUP 10 0144 1262 + contents of 0144,in UA 
1262 STU 21 1141 0962 New instruction to, 1141 ~ 
-· 
.... 
ill> 
.... 
Loop 9. K-Value Calculates K for the assumed temperature. 
From Loe. !Abbr. I Instruction I 
Operation 
1262~ (1276) - 0962 I RAB I 82 (n-1) 1240 I (n-1) to B 
(1309) 
(1256) - 1240 RAU 60 4301 1241 Constant E. to UA 
1 
1241 FMP 39 0042 1242 x T/100 in UA 
1242 FAD 32 4251 1243 + Constant D. in UA 
1 
1243 FMP 39 0042 1244 x T/100 in UA 
1244 FAD 32 4201 1245 + Constant C. in UA 
1 
1245 FMP 39 0042 1246 x T/100 in UA 
1246 FAD 32 4151 1247 + Constant B. in UA 
1 
1247 FMP 39 0042 1248 x T/100 in UA 
1248 FAD 32 4101 1249 + Constant Ai in UA 
1249 STU 21 0600 1250 log K to 0600 
1250 LDD 69 1251 ,1506 Exit to 1251 
Note: 1506 is the entry into the log deck to find x when log xis in the upper accumulator. 
The log deck is available at the Computing Center, Oklahoma State University 
Log 
Deck - 1251 
1252 
1253 
1254 
Loop 10. TBP 
STU 
LDD 
RAC 
BMC 
21 
69 
88 
49 
4901 1252 K. to (090l+B) 
1 
0141 1253 Contents of 0141 to D 
8001 1254 Data address of D to C 
1257 1255 If positive, to BP calculation, Loop 10 
If negative, to DP calculation, Loop 11 
Calculates and punches TBp• .... 
,j:,. 
I.\J 
Sub-Loop 10a. K Calculates area under curve K vs.mf. 
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1254 - 1255 NZB 42 1256 0957 Test B for zero (all K calculated) 
1256 SXB 53 0001 1240 (-1) in B, recycle to Loop 9 
1255 - 0957 Go to Loop 4 to calculate area under curve 
_Loop 
- 1271 LDD 69 0141 1272 Contents of 0141 to D 4 
1272 RAC 88 8001 1273 Data address of D to C 
1273 BMC 49 1299 1263 To TB, correction, Sub-Loop 10b 
Sub-Loop !Ob. TBP Correction Corrects TBP" 
From Loe. I Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1273 
- 1263 l RAU 60 0091 1264 1 to UA 
1264 I FSB I 33 0491 1265 I :- JK in UA 
1265 I STU 21 0750 1266 l - f K in 0750 
1266 I RAU 60 0098 1267 0.001 to UA 
1267 FSM .38 0750 1268 
- j1 - /Kl - in UA 
1268 BMI 46 1269 1277 If negative, error too large 
If positive, TBP satis.factory; to TBP punch, Sub-Loop 10c 
12691 RAU I ._ 60 0750 1270 I Error to UA 
1270 FDV 34 0096 1274 + 7.5 in UA .... ,i:,. 
~ 
Sub-Loop !Ob. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr'. Instruction Operation 
1270 - 1274 FAD 32 0091 1275 + 1 in UA 
1275 FMP 39 0042 1276 x T in UA BP 
1276 STU 21 0042 0962 New TBP to 0042, recycle to Loop 9 
Sub-Loop 10c. TBP Punch Punch TBP' error, and K; change program for DP calculations. 
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1276 - 1277 RAU 60 0750 1278 Error to UA 
1278 STU 21 0844 1279 Error to 0844 
1279 RAU 60 0042 1280 TBP to UA 
·, 
1280 STU 21 0794 0963 TBP to 0794 
0963 RAA 80 (n-1) 1281 (n-1) to A 
(1284) - 1281 RAU 60 2901 1282 K. to UA 1 
1282 STU 21 2871 1283 K, to (087l+A) 1 
1283 NZA 40 1289 1285 Test A for zero (all K stored) 
1284 SXA. 51 0001 1281 (-1) in A, recycle 
(1283) - 1285 LDD. 69 0000 1286 0 to D 
1286 STD 24 1894 1287 D to 1894 
1287 RAL 65 1288 1289 Contents of 1288 to LA 
1288 00 6007 9400 
1289 LDD 69 1290 1950 Punch TBP; exit to 1290 
1290 LDD 69 0045 1291 (n-1) to D 
1291 STD 24 1894 1292 (n-1) to 1894 
1292 RAL 65 1293 1294 Contents of 1293 to LA 
1293 00 6508 7100 
.... 
ii:,. 
~ 
Loop lOc. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. 
12,92 - 1294 LDD 
1295 RAU 
1296 STU 
1297 RAU 
1298 STU 
Loop 11. TDP 
Sub-Loop lla. f l/K 
From Loe. Abbr. 
1254 - 1257 RAU 
1258 FDV 
1259 STU 
1255 NZB 
1256 SXB 
Instruction Operation 
69 1295, 1950 Punch K, exit to 1295 
60 0142 1296 -1 to UA 
21 0141 1299 -1 to 0141 
GO 0043 1298 TDP to UA 
21 0042 0962 TDP to 0042; recycle to Loop 9 
Calculates and punches •rDP" 
Calculates area under curve 1/K vs., mf. 
Instruction Operation 
60 0091 1258 1 to UA 
34 4901 1259 .;. K. in UA 
l. 
21 4901 1255 1/K. to (090l+B) 
l. 
42 1256 0957 Test B for zero (all 1/K calculated) 
53 0001 1240 (-1) in B; recycle to Loop 9 
1255 - 0957 First instruction in Loop 4 to calculate area under curve 
Loop 
- 1271 LDD 69 0141 1272 Contents of 0141 to D 4 
1272 RAC 88 8001 1273 Data address of D to C 
1273 BMC 49 1299 1263 To TDP correction, Sub-Loop !lb 
1--' 
~ 
en 
Sub-Loop llb. TDP Correction Corrects T0p-
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1273 - 1299 RAU 60 0091 1300 1 to UA 
1300 FSB 33 0491 1301 - /1/K in UA 
1301 STU 21 0750 1302 l - /1/K to 0750 
1302 RAU 60 0098 1303 0.001 to UA 
1303 FSM 38 0750 1304 
- \1 - f 1/KI in UA 
1304 BMI 46 1305 1310 If negative, error to large 
If positive, TDP satisfactory; to TDP punch, 
Sub-Loop llc · · 
1305 RSU 61 0750 1306 - Error to UA 
1306 FDV 34 0096 1307 + 7.5 in UA 
1307 FAD 32 0091 1308 +l in UA 
1308 FMP 39 0042 1309 x TDP in UA 
1309 STU 2,1 0042 0962 New TDP to 0042; recycle to Loop 9 
Sub-Loop llc. TDP Punch Punch TDP' error, 1/K. 
From Loe. I Abbr. I Instruction ,- Operation 
1304 - 1310 RAU 60 0750 1311 Error to UA 
1311 STU 21 0845 1312 Error to 0845 
1312 RAU 60 0042 1313 TDP to UA I-' 
1313 STU 21 0795 0964 TDP to 0795 ,i:,. en 
Sub-Loop lie. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. 
1313 - 0964 RAA 
(1317) - 1314 RAU 
1315 STU 
1316 NZA 
1317 SXA 
(1316) - 1318 LDD 
1319 STD 
1320 RAL 
1321 
1322 LDD 
1323 LDD 
1324 STD 
1325 RAL 
1326 
1327 LDD 
.. 
Instruction 
80 (n-1) 1314 
60 2901 1315 
21 2871 1316 
40 1317 1318 
51 0001 1314 
69 0000 1319 
24 1894 1320 
65 1321 1322 
00 9007 9500 
69 1323 1950 
69 0045 1324 
24 1894 1325 
65 1326 1327 
00 9508 7100 
69 1901 1950 
Operation 
(n-1) to A 
(1/K). to UA 
1 
(1/K). to (087l+A) 
1 
Test A for zero (all 1/K stored) 
(-1) in A; recycle 
0 to D 
0 to data address of 1894 
Contents of 1321 in LA 
Punch TDP' error; exit to 1323 
(n-1) to D 
(n-1) to data address of 1894 
Contents of 1326 in LA 
Punch 1/K; stop 
.... 
ii:,. 
-.J 
Instructions written into program 
Loe. Abbr. Instruction 
0950 RAA 80 0000 1006 
0951 RAA 80 0000 1015 
0952 RAA 80 0000 1022 
0953 RAA 80 0000 1033 
0954 RAA 80 0000 1044 
0955 RAA 80 0000 1061 
0956 RAA 80 0000 1145 
0957 Rll.A 80 0000 1154 
0958 RAA 80 0000 1167 
0959 RAA 80 0000 1186 
0960 RAB 82 0000 1200 
0961 RAA 80 0000 1211 
0962 RAB 82 0000 1240 
0963 RAA 80 0000 1281 
0964 RAA 80 0000 1314 
These are the n-1 instructions which are modified at the 
start of the program; the proper value of n-1 is put into 
the data address. 
..... 
ij:,. 
00 
Constants written into the program 
Loe. Constant 
0091 10 0000 0051 
0092 20 0000 0051 
0093 30 0000 0051 
0094 40 0000 0051 
0095 50 0000 0051 
0096 75 0000 0051 
0098 10 0000 0048 
0141 00 0000 0001 
0142 00 0000 0001 Minus 
0144 00 0000 0100 
These constants are in IBM 650 floating point 
notation, excep,t for 0141, 0142, and 0144. 
..... 
ij:l, 
tO 
Control Cards 
EFV and BP;_DP 
Loe. Instruction 
1140 40 1061 0956 
1141 21 0491 1171 
1142 69 1260 1950 
1143 00 0000 0000 
1144 00 0000 0000 
EFV Only 
Loe. Instruction 
1140 40 1061 0956 
1141 21 0491 1174 
1142 69 1901 1950 
1143 00 0000 0000 
1144 00 0000 0000 
BP-DP Only 
Loe. Instruction 
1140 40 1061 0962 
1141 21 0491 1271 
1142 69 1260 1950 
1143 00 0000 0000 
1144 00 0000 0000 
.... 
en 
0 
151 
Card Format for Combined Program 
Input Cards 
Input data may be inserted in any order, since locations are 
specified. All values are in floating decimal point except 
"n-1 11 in location oo,rn which is in fixed point. 
Output Cards 
Card l 
Card 
Word 1 V/L calculated 
Word 2 Difference between V/L assumed and V/L calculated 
for last calculation (LO. 001) 
2 - (n+l) 
Word 1 J:mf 1/f dmf 
Word 2 Lmf v/f dmf 
lVord 3 lmf 1/f dm f 
L/l"i' 
Word 4 Lmf v/f dmf 
V/1:;, 
Word 5 mf 
Card 30 - (n+29) 
Word l 1/f 
Card 60 
Word 1 TBP/100 calculated 
Word 2 Difference between TBP/100 assumed and TBP/100 
calculated 
152 
Card 65 
-
(n+64) 
Word 1 K calculated at TBP 
Word 2 mf 
Card 90 
Word 1 TDP/100 calculated 
Word 2 Difference betvireen TDP/100 calculated and T0p/100 
assumed 
Card 95 
-
(n+94) 
Word l 1/K at TOP 
Word 2 mf 
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Fractional Distillation Program 
This program is written in machine language and makes use 
of the "Drum zero, read, and punch loop" and ''Log deck" available 
at the Computing Center, Oklahoma State University. The instruc-
tions in these loops are not listed here; the rest of the program 
is given below. Each loop of the program is presented se1Jarately 
to facilitate comprehension of the calculation procedure. 
Input data are 
0044 
-
n number of input data points 
0045 n-1 number of data points, less one, in fixed point 
0046 
-
k-1 number of plates above the feed, less one, in fixed 
point 
0047 h-1 number of plates below the feed, less one, in fixed 
point 
0048 
-
R reflux rate 
0101 
-
0120 A 
0151 ;- 0170 B 
0201 0220 C constants in eqµation 9 
0251 0271 D 
0301 
-
0320 E 
0522 - 0586 vapor loading 
} plates above the feed 
'0572 
- 0586 liquid loading 
0672 
- 0686 vapor loading 
} plates below the feed 
0722 
-
0736 liquid loading 
0822 - 0836 temperature on trays above the feed 
0872 
- 0886 temperature on trays below the feed 
Data for the plates are loaded in order from the feed zone toward 
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the terminals. 
Out1)ut data are 
0001 - 0020 mf }ror each plate 
0051 - 0070 K 
0491 
-
D/1? 
0492 - B/F' 
0351 
-
0370 -Lmf d/f dm f 
D/Ii' 
0401 
-
0420 -imf b/f dmf 
B/F 
0901 - 0920 - d/f 
Loop 1. n - 1 Instructions Put s n-1 i nt o all instructions which require it . 
From Loe. IAbbr. I Instruc t ion-i- Operation 
Read 
and 
punch 
loop 
(1005) 
- 1000 I RAL 
1001 
- 1002 
1003 
1004 
1005 
RAA 
LDD 
SDA 
NZA 
SXA 
Loop 2. Lagrange terms 
I 
65 0045 1001 I (n-1) 'to LA 
80 
69 
22 
40 
51 
0021 1002 
2950 1003 
2950 1004 
1005 0950 
0001 1002 
21 to A 
Contents of (0950+A) to D 
Lix (n-1) xxxx..:}A to 0950+A 
Test A for zero (all instructions modified) 
(-1) in A, recycle 
Calculates terms for intergrated Lagrange . equation . 
From Loe. I Abbr. I Instruction 0.E_eration 
· 1004 
(1014) 
(102·1) 
- 0950 
- 1006 
1007 
1008 
1009 
1010 
1011 
1012 
1013 
1014 
0951 
- 1015 
RAA 
SXA 
RAU 
FSB 
sro 
RAU 
FSB 
STU 
SXA 
NZA 
RAA 
RAU 
80 (n-1) 1006 
51 0001 1007 
60 2002 1008 
33 2000 1009 
21 2352 1010 
60 2001 1011 
33 2000 1012 
21 2351 1013 
51 0001 1014 
40 1006 0951 
80 (n-1) 1015 
60 2001 1016 
(n-1) to A 
(-1) in A 
(mf)i to UA 
-(mf)i_2 in UA 
(mf)i - (mf)i_2 t ~ (0352+A) 
(mf)i-l to UA 
-(mf)i_2 in UA 
(mf)i-l - (m~) i _2 t o (035l+A) 
(-1) in A 
Test A for zero (al l first degree t erms calculated) 
(n-1) to A 
(mf) i to UA 
I-' 
\1'I 
"' 
Loop 2. (Cont.) 
From Loe. I Abbr. I Instruction I Operation 
1015 - 1016 I FMP I 39 ZO(>l 1017 I x(mf)i _ in UA 
1017 I STU I 21 2401 1018 J (mr>: to (040l+A) 
1018 I FMP I 39 2001 1019 lx(mf)i in UA 
1019 STU 21 2501 1020 3 (mf)i to (050l+A) 
1020 NZA 40 1021 0952 Test A for zero (all mf squared and cubed) 
1021 SXA 51 0001 1015 (-1) in A 
1020 - 0952 RAA 80 (n-1) 1022 (n-1) to A 
(1032) 
- 1022 SXA 51 0001 1023 (-1) in A 
1023 RAU 60 2402 1024 2 (mf )i to UA 
1024 I FSB I 33 2400 1025 I -(mf2 ) i-2 in UA 
10251 
1026 
FDV I 34 
STU 21 
0092 1026 I+ 2 in UA 
- 2 2 -2452 1027 L(~f \ - (mf ) i-2_! + 2 to (0452+A) 
1027 I RAU I 60 2 2401 1028 I (mf ) i-l to UA 
1028 I FSB I 33 2400 1029 I -(mf 2 ) i-2 in UA 
1029 FDV 34 0092 1030 + 2 in·UA 
1030 STU 21 2451 1031 - 2 2 -L(m£ )i-l - (mf )i_2_! + 2 to (0451+A) 
1031 I SXA I 51 0001 1032 I (-1) in A 
1032 - NZA 40 1022 0953 Test A for zero (all second degree terms calculated) 1,-S 
-~ 
Loop 2. (Cont.) 
---- -- - ·- - - --
From Loe. I Abbr. I Instruction I Operation 
1032 - 0953 RAA 80 (n-1) 1033 (n-1) to A 
(1043) - 1033 SXA 51 0001 1034 (-1) in A 
1034 RAU 60 2502 1035 3 (mf )i to UA 
1035 I FSB I 33 2500 1036 I -(mf3 )i_2in AU 
10361 FDV 134 0093 1037 I+ 3 in UA 
- 3 3 -1037 sru 21 2552 1038 L(mf )i - (mf )i_2_/ + 3 ·to (0552+A) 
1038 I RAU I 60 3 2501 1039 I (mf ) i-l to UA 
1039 FSB 33 2500 1040 -(mf 3 ) i-2 in UA 
1040 FDV 34 0093 1041 + 3 in UA 
1041 STU 21 2551 1042 - 3 3 -L(mf )i-l - (mf )i-~ + 3 to (055l+A) 
1042 SXA 51 0001 1043 (-1) in A 
1043 NZA 40 1033 0954 Test A for zero (all third degree terms calculated) 
0954 RAA 80 (n-1) 1044 (n-1) to A 
(1060) - 1044 SXA 51 0002 1045 (-2) in A 
1045 RAU 60 2001 1046 (mf)i_2 to UA 
1046 FSB 33 2002 1047 
-(mf)i-l in UA 
1047 STU 21 2602 1048 (mf) 1 _2 - (mf)i-l to (0602+A) 
1048 RAU 60 2001 1049 (mf)i_2 to UA 
1049 FSB 33 2003 1050 -(mf)i in UA 
1050 S'IU 21 2652 1051 (mf)i_2 - (mf)i to (0652+A) 1-J 
U't 
1051 RAU 60 2002 1052 (mf)i-l to UA -.J 
Loop 2. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1051 - 1052 FSB 33 2003 1053 
-(mf)i in UA 
1053 STU 21 2702 1054 (mf)i-l - (mf)i to (0702+A) 
1054 RSU 61 2602 1055 
-L(mf)i-2 - (mf)i-1_7 to UA 
1055 STU 21 2752 1056 (mf)i-l - (mf)i_2 io (0752+A) 
1056 RSU 61 2652 1057 
-L(mf)i_2 - (mf)i_/ to UA 
1057 STU 21 . 2802 1058 (mf)i - (mf)i_2 to (0802+A) 
1058 RSU 61 2702 1059 
-L(mf)i-l - (mf)i_J to UA 
1059 STU 21 2852 1060 (mf)i - (mf)i-l to (0852+A) 
1060 I NZA I 40 1044 0955 I Test A for zero (difference and negative of all terms 
taken) 
0955 RAA 80 (n-1) 1061 {n-1) to A 
(1140) 
- 1061 SXA 51 0002 1062 (-2) in A 
1062 RAU 60 2001 1063 (mf)i_2 to UA 
1063 FAD 32 2002 1064 +(mf)i-l in UA 
1064 STU 21 2022 1065 (mf)i_2 + (mf) i-l to (0022+A) 
1065 RAU 60 2002 1066 (mf)i-l to UA 
1066 FAD ' 32 2003 1067 +(mf\ in UA 
1067 STU 21 2072 1068 (mf)i-l + (mf) i to (0072+~) 
1068 RAU 60 2001 1069 (mf)i_2 to UA 
1069 FAD 32 2003 1070 +(mf) i in UA 
1070 STU 21 2122 1071 (mf)i-2 + (mf)i to (0122+A) 
1071 RAU 60 2001 1072 (mf)i_2 to UA 
I-' 
'dl 
Loop 2. '(Cont.) 
From Loe. I Abbr. I Instruction Operation 
-- ---
1071 - 1072 FMP 39 2002 1073 x(mf} . .:.l · in -UA 
. 1 . 
1073 STU 
. 
21 2172 1074 (mf)i_2 (mf)i-l to ( 178+A) 
1074 RAU 60 2002 1075 (mf)i-l to UA 
1075 FMP 39 2003 1076 x(mf) . . ·in UA 
. 1 
1076 STU 21 2222 1077 (mf)i-l (mf)i to (0222+A) 
1077 RAU 60 2001 1078 (mf)i_2 to UA 
1078 FMP 39 2003 1079 x(m~}. · in UA 
. -1 
1079 STU 21 2272 1080 (mf)i_2 (mf)i to (0272+A) 
1080 RAU 60 2353 1081 (mf)i - (mf)i_2 to UA 
1081 FMP 39 2172 1082 xLTmf)i_2 (mf)i_1_J in UA 
1082 STU 21 0600 1083 LTmf)i - (mf)i_2_/LTmf)i_2 (mf)i_1_J to 0600 
1083 RSU 61 2022 1084 ~LTmf)i_2 + (mf)i_1_7 t o UA 
1084 I FMP I 39 - 2 ·. 2 - . . 2453 1085 I xL(nif ) i · - . (Dlf .. ) 1 .. 2_; -. + 2 in UA 
1085 I FAD j 32 0600 1086 I +LTmf) 1 - ·(mf) i -~L-(mf) i-2 . (01f) 1 _,1_7 in UA 
1086 I FAD I 32 0600 1086 I +LTmr\ - (mf) i -~ +. • 3 _ in U.& . 
1087 I FDV I 34 2852 1088 I +LTmf)i - (mf)i_1_J in UA 
1088 I FDV I 34 2802 1089 I +LTmf)i - (mf)i-~ in UA 
1089 I STU I 21 2422 1090 ILI-3_7 to (0422+A).. ....... \.1l C 
'° 
-~ ..... 
Note.: The integrated fo~ of the Lagrange equation is 
J.m f2 y dmf = 
mf 
0 
+ 
+ 
Yo 
(mf -mf )(mf -mf) 
0 1 0 2 
Y1 
(mf -mf )(mf -mf) 
1 2 1 0 
Y2 
Cm£ -mf ) {mf :.mf ) 
2 0 2 1 
m -m m +m · 
. f2 fo f1 f2 2 · 2 · [ 3 3 
3 - 2 (mf -mf ) + mf mf · (mf -mr )J 
2 0 1 2 2 0 
t 3 3 J m -m m +m f2 fo fo .r2 2 2 3 - 2 (mf -mf ) + mf mf (mf -mf) 
2 0 0 2 2 0 
[ 
3 3 
mf -mf . 
. 2 0 
3 
mf +mf 
0 1 
2 2 2 J (mf -mf ) + mf mf (mf -mf) 2 0 0 1- 2 0 
The bracketed terms are denoted by ~I-Ya, LI-iJb, and L_1-iJc, respectively. For the 1.m ! integration · 1 y 
mf 
. 0 
dmf' the terms are denoted by LI-ii a• Li-Yb, ·and t_i.-iic• 
~ o· 
Loop 2. (Cont.) 
From Loe. !Abbr. I Instruction l Operation 
1089 - 1090 RAU 60 2353 1091 (mf)i - (mf)i_2 to UA 
1091 FMP 39 2272 1092 x(mf) . 2 (mf). in UA i- i -'-I -
1092 STU 21 0600 1093 LTmf)i - (mf)i-2_/L!~f)i-2 (mf)i_/ to 0600 
1093 I RSU I 61 - 2 2 -2453 1094 I -L(mf ) i - (mf ) i.:..2_/ + 2 to UA 
1094 I FMP I 39 2122 1095 I xLTmf) i-2 + (mf) iJ in UA 
1095 I FAD I 32 0600 1096 I +LTmf) i-2 (mf) iJLTmf) i - (mf) i-2J in UA 
1096 I FAD I 32 - 3 .,. 3 -2553 1097 I +L(mf ) i - (mf \-~ + 3 in UA 
1097 I FDV I 34 2752 1098 I +LTmf) i-l .- (mf) i·-2J in UA 
1098 I FDV I 34 2702 1099 I +LTmf)i-l - (mf)iJ in UA 
1099 STU 21 2372 1100 LI-iJb to (0372+A) 
1100 RAU 60 2353 1101 (mf)i - (mf)~_2 to UA 
1101 FMP 39 2222 1102 x(mf)._1 (mf). · in UA i .. i 
1102 STU 21 0600 1103 LTmf)i-l (mf)iJLTmf)i · - (mf)i-~ to 0600 
1103 I RSU I 61 - 2 2 -2453 1104 I -L(mf ) i - (mf ) i-2_/ + 2 to UA 
1104 I FMP I 39 2072 1105 I xLTmf) i-l + (mf) iJ in UA 
1105 I FAD I 32 0600 1106 I +L(mf) i-l (mf) iJ L(mf) i - (mf) i-~ in UA 
1106 I FAD I 32 - 3 . 3 - f-J 2553 1107 I +L(mf ) i - (mf ) i-2_/ + 3 in UA 
°' f-J 
Loop 2. (Cont.) 
From Loe. I Abbr. I Instruction I Operation 
1106 
- 1107 I FDV 
I 
34 2652 1108 j •LTmf) i-2 - (mf) iJ in UA 
1108 FDV 34 2602 1109 +L(mf)i_2 - (mf)i_1J in UA 
1109 I STU 
I 
21 2322 1230 I LI-';{i to (0332+A) 
1230 RAU 60 2352 1231 (mf)i:l - (mf)i_2 to UA 
1231 I FMP 
I 
39 2172 1232 I x(mf)i_2 (mf)i-l in UA 
1232 STU 21 0600 1233 L(mf)i_2 (mf)i_1JLTmf)i-l - (mf)i_2J to 0600 
1233 I RSU I 61 2022 1234 I -L(mf)i_2 + (mf)i_1J to UA 
1234 I FMP I 39 - 2 2 -2452 1235 I xL(mf )i-l - (mf )i_2_! + 2 in UA 
1235 I· FAD I 32 0600 1236 I + (mr\_2 (mr\_1 L(mr\_1 - (mr\_2J in UA 
1236 I FAD I 32 - 3 3 -2552 1237 I +L(mf ) i-l - (mf ) i-~ + 3 in UA 
1237 I FDV I 34 2852 1238 I +LTmr\ - (mf) i-lJ in UA 
1238 I FDV I 34 2802 1239 I +LTmf) i - (mf) i-~ in UA 
1239 I STU I 21 3300 1240 1 LI-ii e to (1300+A) 
1240 I· RAU I 60 2:,52 1241 I (mf) i-l - (mr\_2 to UA 
1241 I FMP I 39 2272 1242 I x(mf)i_2 (mf)i in UA 
1242 I STU I 21 0600 1243 I LTmf)i_2 (mf)iJLTmf\_1 - (mf)i_2J to 0600 
.... 
0, 
N 
Loop 2. (Cont.) 
From Loe. I Abbr. I Instruction I Operation 
1242 - 1243 I RSU I 61 - 2 2 -2452 1244 I -L(mf )i-l - (mf )i_:a-f + 2 in UA 
1244 I FMP I 39 2122 1245 lxLTmf)i_2 + (mf)i_7 in UA 
1245 I FAD I 32 0600 1246 I +LTmf)i_2 (mf)i_lL(mf)i-l - (mf)i-~ in UA 
1246 I FAD I 32 - 3 3 -2552 1247 I +L(mf )i-l - (mf )i_2_! + 3 in UA 
1247 I FDV I 34 2752 1248 I +L(mf)i-l - (mf)i_2_7 in UA 
1248 I FDV I 34 2702 1249 I +L(mf)i-l - (mf)i_/ in UA 
1249 I STU I 21 33?5 1250 ILl-iJb to (1325+A) 
1250 I RAU I 60 2352 1251 I (mf)i-l - (mf)i_2 to UA 
1251 I FMP I 39 2222 1252 I x(mf)i-l (mf)i in UA 
1252 I STU I 21 0600 1253 IL(mf)i-l (mf)i_/L(mf)i-l - (mf)i_2_! to 0600 
1253 I RSU I 61 - 2 2 -2452 1254 I -L(mf )i-l - (mf )i_2_/ + 2 to UA 
1254 I FMP I 39 2072 1255 I xLTmf)i-l + (mf)i_/ in UA 
1255 I FAD I 32 0600 1256 1 +LTmf)i-l (mf)i../L(mf)i-l - (mf) 1_2_7 in UA 
1256 I FAD I 32 - 3 3 -2552 1257 I +L(mf )i-l - (mf )i_:a-f + 3 in UA 
1257 I FDV I 34 2652 1258 I +L(mf)i_2 - (mf)i_/ in UA 
.... 
1258 I FDV I 34 2602 1259 I +L(mf)i_2 ~ (mf)i-l_7 in UA 
0) 
~ 
Loop 2. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1258 - 1259 SW 21 3350 1224 li-ii to (1350+A) a 
1224 NZA 40 1061 1110 Test A for zero (all Lagrange terms calculated), recycle 
Loop 3. k-1 and h-1 Instructions Puts k-1 and h-1 in. those instructions requiring it. 
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1224 - 1110 RAL 65 0046 1111 (k-1) to LA / 
1111 RAA 80 0009 1112 No. of k-1 instructions minus 1 to A 
( 1115) - 1112 LDD 69 2538 1113 Contents of (0538+A) to D 
1113 SDA 22 2538 1114 · (k-1) to data address of (0538+A) 
1114 NZA 40 1115 1116 Test A for zero (all k-1 instructions modified) 
1115 SXA 51 0001 1112 (-1) in A 
1116 RAL 65 0047 1117 (h-1) to LA 
1117 RAA 80 0009 1118 No. of h-1 instructions minus 1 to A 
(1121) - 1118 LDD 69 2588 1119 Contents of (0588+A) to D 
1119 SDA 22 2588 1120 (h-1) to data address of (0588+A) 
1120 NZA 40 1121 0540 Test A for zero (all h-1 instructions modified) 
1121 SXA 51 0001 1118 (-1) in A 
-
Loop 4. V/L Calculates V/L ratios for all plates. 
From Loe. I Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1120 - 0540 RAA 80 (k-1) 1215 I (k-1) to A 
I-' 
0) 
,r:,. 
Loop 4. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. · Instruction Operation 
0540 - 1215 RAU 60 0048 1216 R to UA 
(1218) - 1216 STU 21 2922 1217 R to (0922+A) 
1217 NZA 40 1218 0538 Test A for zero (all R stored) 
1218' SXA 51 0001 1216 (-1) in A 
1217 - 0538 RAA 80 (n-1) 1122 (k-1) to A 
(1126) - 1122 RAU 60 2522 1123 (Vk\ to UA 
1123 FDV 34 2572 1124 .;.(Lk\ in UA 
1124 STU 21 2622 1125 (v/i..c\ to (0622+A) 
1125 NZA 40 1126 0588 Test A for zero (all (V/L)k calculated) 
1126 SXA 51 0001 1122 (-1) in A 
1125 - 0588 RAA 80 {h-1) 1127 (h-1) to A 
1127 RAU 60 2672 1128 (Vh\ to UA 
1128 FDV 34 2722 1129 .;.(1ii)i in UA 
1129 STU 21 2772 1130 (V/1ii)i to (0772+A) 
1130 NZA 40 1131 0539 Test A for zero (all (V/L)h calculated) 
1131 SXA 51 0001 1127 (-1) in A 
Loop 5. K-Values Computes K-values. 
From Loe. I Abbr. I Instruction I Operation 
1130 - 0539 RAC 88 (k-1) 0956 (k-1) to C 
(1166) - 0956 RAB 82 (n-1) 1156 (n-1) to B 
(1155) - 1156 RAU 60 0098 1157 1 or Oto UA 
1157 NZU 44 1132 liSO If zero, take plates below feed .... 0, 
If non-zero, take plates above feed CJI 
Loop5. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1157 - 1132 RAU 60 4301 1133 E. to UA ]. 
1133 FMP 39 6822 1134 x Tk in UA 
1134 FAD 32 4251 1135 + D. in UA . 
]. 
1135 FMP 39 6822 1136 x Tk in UA 
1136 FAD 32 4201 1137 + C. in UA ]. 
1137 Ft-'IP 39 6822 1138 x Tk in UA 
1138 FAD 32 4151 1139 + B. in UA ]. 
1139 FMP 3,9 6822 1140 x Tk in UA 
1140 FAD 32 4101 1141 + A. in UA ]. 
1141 STU 21 4051 1142 log K. to (005l+B) ]. 
Log 1142 LDD 69 1143 1506 Enter log deck; exit to 1143 
- 1143 STU 21 4051 1144 K. to (005l+B) Deck ]. 
1144 RAU 60 0098 1145 1 or Oto UA 
1145 NZU 44. 1146 1158 For zero, calculate strippiqg factor, Loop 7 
For non-zero, calculate absorption factor, Loop 6 
Loop 6. Absorption Factor Calculates absorption factor for all components on all pl~tes 
above the feed. 
From Loe. I Abbr. 
1145 - 1146 
1147 
RAU 
FDV 
Instruction 
60 0091 1147 
34 6622 1148 
1 to UA 
.; (V/L). in UA 
]. 
Operation 
I-' 
en 
en 
·,)• 
Loop 6. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1147 - 1148 FDV 34 4051 1149 ~ K. in UA ]. 
1149 STU 21 0600 1150 ( L/KV) . to 0600 
i-1 1 
1150 RAU 60 4922 1151 L L/KV to UA 
0 
1151 FAD 32 0091 1152 + 1 .in ·uA 
1152 FMP 39 0600 1153 x (L/KV)·. in UA 
. ]. 
]. 
1153 STU 21 4922 1154 LL/KV to ( 092·2+B) 
0 
1154 NZB 42 1155 1295 Test B for zero(~ calculated for all components); 
to punch Loop 8 
1155 SXB 53 0001 1156 (-1) in B 
Loop 7. Stripping Factors Calculates stripping factors for all components on all plates. 
From Loe • I Abbr. 
1170 - 0589 I RAC 
0958 RAB 
Instruction 
88 (h-1) 0958 
82 (n-1) 1156 
This instruction was changed in Loop 5 
1157 - 1180 AXC- 58 0050 1132 
Loop 5 - 1158 RAU 60 6772 1159 
Operation 
(h-1) to C 
{n-1) to B;.to Loop 5 
+ 50 in C 
(V/L). to UA 
]. 
.... 
O> 
""1 
Loop 7. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1158 - 1159 FMP 39 4051 1160 x K. in UA 
l. 
1160 STU 21 0600 1161 (KV /L) . to 0600 
. 1 l. 1.-
1161 RAU 60 4972 1162 I K/VL to UA 
0 
1162 FAD 32 0091 1163 + 1 in UA 
1163 FMP 39 0600 1164 x (KV/L). in UA 
• l. 
l. 
1164 STU 21 4!;)72 1154 IKV/L to (0972+B) 
0 
1154 NZB 42 1155 1295 Test B for zero (Sh calculated for all components) 
1155 SXB 53 0001 1156 (-1) in B; recycle 
Loop 8. Absorption and Stripping Factor Punch Punches K vs. mf'; changes program to do 
stripping factor.s. 
From Loe. I Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1154 - 1295 RAU 60 8007 1296 C to UA 
1296 STU 21 0243 1207 C to 0243 
1207 LDD 69 0045 1208 (n-1) to D 
1208 STD 24 1894 1209 D to 1894 
1209 RAL 65 1210 1211 Contents of 1210 to LA 
1210 00 0100 0100 
1211 LDD 69 1297 1Q501 Punch Kand mf for all components; exit to 1297 
1297 LDD 69 0243 1298 Contents of 0243 to D 
.... 
CJ) 
en 
Loop 8. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. 
1297 - 1298 RAC 
1165 NZC 
1166 sxc 
1167 RAU 
1168 NZU 
1169 RAU 
1170 STU 
Loop 9. d/f 
From Loe. Abbr. 
1168 - 0957 RAA 
(1179) - 1171 RAU 
1172 FAD 
1173 FAD 
1174 STU 
1175 RAU 
0293 FAD 
1176 FDV 
1177 STU 
1178 NZA 
1179 SXA 
Instruction Operation 
88 8001 1165 D to C 
48 1166 1167 Test C for zero (All plates done) 
59 0001 0956 (-1) ind; recycle to Loop 5 
60 0098 1168 1 or Oto UA 
44 1169 0957 For zero (All stripping factors done), calculate d/f 
For non-zero, do stripping factors, Loop 7 
60 0000 1170 0 to UA 
21 0098 0589 0 to 0098 
Calculate d/f for each component. 
Instruction Operation 
80 (n-1) 1171 (n-1) to A 
60 2972 1172 (vh/b)i to UA 
32 2922 1173 +(lk/d\ in UA 
32 0091 1174 + 1 in UA 
21 2901 1175 (vh/b) + lk/d + l)i to (090l+A) 
60 2972 0293 (vh/b\ to UA 
32 3375 1176 +(vf/f\ in UA 
34 2901 1177 .;.(vh/b + lk/ d + 1 )i in UA 
21 2901 1178 (d/f}i to (090l+A) 
40 1179 0959 Test A for zero (All d/f calculated) 
51 0001 1171 (-1) in UA 
.... 
~ 
tO 
Loop 10. D/F and B/F Calculate D/F and B/F, punch D/F and B/F. 
From Loe. I Abbr. I Instruction I Operation 
1178 - 0959 RAA 80 (n-1) 1189 (n-1) to A 
(1201) - 1189 SXA 51 0002 1190 (-2) in A 
1190 RAU 60 2422 1191 Ll-3/ to UA 
- C 
1191 FMP 39 2903 1192 x(d/f). in UA 
1 
1192 STU 21 0600 1193 (d/r). LI-37 to 0600 
1 - C 
1193 RAU 60 2372 1194 LI-iib to UA 
1194 FMP 39 2902 1195 x ( d/f ) . l in UA 1-
1195 FAD 32 0600' 1196 +(d/f). LI-ii in UA 1 . C 
1196 STU 21 0600 1197 (d/r>. 1 L1-iib + (d/r>. LI-ii to 0600 1- 1 C 
1197 RAU 60 2322 1198 LI-1/a to UA 
1198 FMP 39 2901 1199 x(d/f). 2 in UA 1-
1199 FAD 32 0600 1200 +(d/f). 1 LI-iib + (d/f). Ll-3/ in UA 1- · 1 - C 
1200 I STU I 21 2472 1201 I ~~2 d/f dmf to (0472+A) 
1201 NZA 40 1189 0960 Test A for zero (All ~~2 d/f dmf calculated) 
0960 RAA 80 (n-1) 1202 (n-1) to A 
1202 RAU 60 0000 1203 0 to UA 
( 1~05) - 1203 SXA 51 0002 1204 (-2) in A 
1204 I FAD I 32 ii-2 2472 120s I+ 0 d/f dmf 
1205 I NZA I 40 1203 1206 I Test A for zero (All ~~2 d/f dmf summed) 
.... 
-.:I 
0 
Loop 10. (Cont.) 
From Loe. Abbr. Instruction Operation 
1205 - 1206 STU 21 0491 1212 ~l d/f dmf (:D/F} to 0491 
1212 RAU 60 0091 1213 l to UA 
1213 FSB 33 0491 1214 -D/F in UA 
1214 STU 21 0492 1219 B/F to 0492 
1219 LDD 69 0141 1220 2 to D 
1220 STD 24 1894 1221 D to 1894 
.1221 RAL 65 1222 1223 Contents of 1222 to LA 
1222 00 3004 9100 
1223 LDD 69 0961 1950 Punch D/F, B/F, exit to 0961 
J:mf fmf 
Loop 11. Product TBP curves Calculates and punches 0 d/f dmf and 0 b/f dmf 
D/F B/F 
-
From Loe. I Abbr. I Instruction I Operation 
1223 - 0961 RAA 80 (n-1) 1225 (n-1) to A 
(1268) - 1225 SXA 51 0002 1227 (-2) in A 
1227 RAU 60 2901 1228 (d/f)i_2 to UA 
1228 FMP 39 3350 1229 x[i-'iJ in UA a 
1229 STU 21 0600 1260 Ca/r). 2 LI-'il to 0600 J.- a 
1260 RAU 60 2902 1261 (d/f}i-l to UA 
1261 FMP 39 3325 1262 xLl-'Yb in UA 
1262 FAD 32 0600 1263 +(d/f). 2 LI-:i.i in UA i- a 
1263 STU 21 0600 1264 (d/f)i-1 LI-'ilb + (d/f)i-2 LI-:iia to 0600 
1264 RAU 60 3300 1265 Ll-Y to UA 
C .... 
"'-l 
.... 
Loop 11. (Cont.) 
From Loe • I Abbr • I Instruction l Operation 
1264 
- 12651 FMP I 39 2903 1266 I x(d/f}. in UA 
1266 FAD 32 0600 1267 +(d/f}~ 2 Ll-~ + (d/f). 1 Ll-~b in UA i- a i-
1267 I STU I 21 J: i-1 2471 1268 I i-2 d/f dmf to (047l+A) 
1268 NXA 40 1225 0962 
J: i-1 
Test A for zero (All i-2 calculated) 
0962 RAA 80 (n-1) 1226 (n-1) to A 
1226 RAU 60 0000 1270 0 to UA 
1270 STU 60 0470 1279 Oto 0470 
1279 RAB 82 0000 1269 0 to B 
(1278) - 1269 SXA 51 0002 1271 (-2) in A 
1271 I RAU 1· 60 4470 1272 I Li-2 0 . d/f dmf to UA 
1272 I FAD I 32 4471 1273 I ii-1 1 _ 2 d/f in UA 
1273 I STU I 21 4471 1274 I ii-1 0 d/f to (047l+B) 
1274 I RAU I 60 4470 1275 I ii-2 0 d/f to UA 
1275 I FAD I 32 4472 1276 I + £~2 d/f in UA 
1276 I STU I 21 4472 1277 I ~i d/f to (0472+B) 
1277 I NZA I 40 1278 0963 I Test A for zero (All J0 i d/f calculated) 
.... 
-.J 
~ 
Loop 11. (Cont.) 
From Loe. I Abbr. I Instruction I Operation 
1277 
- 1278 I AXB I 52 0002 1269 (+2) in B 
1277 - 0963 RAA 80 (n-1) 1280 (n-1) to A 
(1288) - 1280 I RAU 
I 
60 24701281 (! d/f\ to UA 
1281 FDV 34 0491 1282 + D/F 
1282 I STU 
I 
21 2351 1283 I ( f d/f ) 1/(D/F) to (035l+A) 
1283 RAU 60 2001 1284 (mr\ to UA 
12841 FSB 
I 
:;:; 2470 1285 r-( f d/f)i 
1285 FDV 34 0492 1286 + B/F 
1286 STU 21 2401 1287 ( f b/f) i/(B/F) to (040l+A) 
1287 NZA 40 1288 0964 Test A for zero (All terms calculated) 
1288 SXA 51 0001 1280 (-1) in A 
1287 - 0964 RAA 80 (n-1) 1299 (n-1) to A 
<02s2> - 1299 I RAU I 60 2901 0290 I ( Jd/f\ to UA 
0290 I STU I 21 2451 0291 I ( f d/f\ to (045l+A) 
0291 NZA 40 0292 1289 Test A for zero (All Ja/f stored) 
0292 SXA 51 0001 1299 (-1) in A 
0291 ..; 1289 LDD 69 0045 1290 (n-1) to D 
1290 STD 24 1894 1291 D to 1894 
1291 RAL 65 1292 1293 Contents of 1292 to LA 
1292 01 0003 5100 
I 
t-' 
"" <:,,i 
Loop 11. (Cont.). 
From Loe. Abbr_,. 
1291 - 1293 LDD 
Loop 12. Punch d/f 
From Loe. Abbr. 
1293 - 0294 LDD 
0295 STD 
0296 RAL 
0297 
0298 LDD 
Instruction 
69 0294 1950 
Instruction 
69 0045 0295 
24 1894 0296 
65 0297 0298 
01 3009 0100 
69 1901 1950 
Operation 
Punch fd/f 
-- ' 
f b/f • Exit to 0294 
-- ' D/F B/F 
Operation 
(n-1) to D 
(n-1) to 1894 
Contents of 0297 to LA 
Punch d/f; Stop 
I-' 
-.J 
ii:,. 
Instructions written into program These are instructions which are written into the 
program and modified at the start of the program. 
Loe. Abbr. 
0950 RAA 
0951 RAA 
0952 RAA 
0953 RA.A 
0954 RAA 
0955 RAA 
0956 RAB 
0957 RAA 
0958 RAB 
0959 RAA 
0960 RAA 
0961 RAA 
0962 RAA 
0963 RAA 
0964 RAA 
0538 RAA 
0539 RAC 
0540 RAA 
0588 RAA 
0589 RAC 
Instruction 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
82 
80 
82 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
88 
80 
80 
88 
-
-
0000 1006 
0000 1015 
0000 1022 
0000 1033 
0000 1044 
0000 1061 
0000 1156 
0000 1171 
0000 1180 ) n-1 
0000 1189 
0000 1202 
0000 1225 
0000 1226 
0000 1280 
0000 1299 _ 
0000 1122 
0000 0956 
0000 1215 
0000 1127 
0000 0958 
} k-1 
} h~l 
.... 
'1 
CJI 
Constants written into the program 
Loe. Constants 
0091 10 0000 0051 
0092 20 0000 0051 
0093 30 0000 0051 
0094 40 0000 0051 
0095 50 0000 0051 
0096 75 0000 0051 
0097 10 0000 0048 
0098 00 0000 0001 
0141 00 0002 0000 · 
These constants are in floating point notation 
except for 0141, 
.... 
-.,1 
0) 
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Card Format for Fractional Distillation Program 
Input Cards 
Input data may be inserted in any order, since locations are 
specified. All valu•s are in floating decimal point except 
"n-1 11 in location 0045, "k-1 11 in location 0046, and "h-1 11 
in location 0047. 
Output Cards 
Cards 1 - n (There are k groups o{ t~ese, one for each plate 
above the feed, followed.by h more groups, one 
for each plate below the feed) 
Word 1 rnf 
Word 2 K calculated at the tray temperature 
Card 30 
Word 1 D/F 
Card 31 
Word 1 B/F 
Card 100 - (n+99) 
Word 1 lmf d/f dmf 
D/F 
Word 2 Lmf b/f dmf 
B/F 
Card 130 - (n+l29) 
\ford 1 d/f 
APPENDIX C 
EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED DATA 
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APPENDIX C 
TABLE OF NOMENCLATURE 
A = Constant in equation 9 
A :;: Absorption factor 
ASTM :;: American Society for Testing Materials 
b = Mole fraction of the bottoms 
B = Constant in equation 9 
B :;: Bottoms stream 
C = Constant in equation 9 
d = Density 
d = Mole fraction in the distillate 
dT/dmf = Slope of the molar TBP curve 
D = Constant in equation 9 
D = Distillate stream 
E = Constant in equation 9 
EFV = Equilibrium Flash Vaporization 
f = Mole fraction in the feed 
F = Feed stream 
G = Gallons 
h = Height 
K = Phase distribution ratio 
Kf = Cryoscopic constant 
1 = Mole fraction of the liquid 
179 
L = Liquid 
m = Molarity, moles per 1000 grams solvent 
m 
mv 
MW 
s 
T 
TBP 
l:lTf 
!J.T/!J.m 
V 
V 
p 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Subscripts 
b = 
BP = 
DP = 
f = 
h = 
i = 
k = 
l = 
s = 
V = 
Moles 
Millivolt 
Molecular weight 
Stripping fact.or 
Absolute temperature 
True boiling point 
Freezing point depression, 0 c 
Slope of the molar TBP curve by difference 
Mole fraction of the vapor 
Vapor 
Specific gravity 
Solvent 
Bubble point 
Dew point 
Feed 
Plates below the feed zone 
Any component 
Plates above the feed zone 
Liquid 
Solut.e 
Vapor 
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